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October 29, 1968

Mr. Robert Orseck

2nd Floor Concord Buildfng

Miami
F 1 or J da 33130

Dear Mr. Orseck:
The 1967 Legislature created the Florida Law Revision Comnfsslon
to study the laws of thfs state and to recommend changes to the Legis
lature from time to time. One of the projects which the Commission has
approved for study is a State Torts Claim Act.
Our procedure Is to contract with a law teacher or attorney who
Is expert fn the field under consideration to research and prepare
legislation for the Commission.
Representative Sandy D'Alemberte, who ts a member of our Corrmtssfon,
has told me that you have had conslderable experience tn the personal
fnjury ffeJd and that you might be interested fn undertakfng this pro
ject for the Convnlsston.
I realize that ft will be Impossible for you to make a decfsfon
based on the Information I have given you, but If you think you might
be Interested fn this project, I will be glad to meet with you and
Sandy and develop our proposal ln detail. Sandy indicated that he was
planning to telephone you and It may be that you have heard from him
by thfs tfme.
I took forward to hearing from you and hope that I wfJJ have an
opportunity to meet you.

Slncere Jy,
Edgar H. Wf Ison
EW/mc

ALLEN MORRIS

JAMES LORENZO WALKER

RALPH D. TURLINGTON

W. A. BALLENTINE

Clerk

Speaker Pro Tempore

Speaker

Sergeant at Arma

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TALLAHASSEE
DONALD L. TUCKER
REPRESENTATIVE, 13TH DISTRICT
POST OFFICE BOX 2434
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32304

December 3, 1968

COMMITTEES,
HIGHER EDUCATION
INSURANCE & WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
PARJ�M UTUEL AFFAIRS
PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION
SALT WATER CONSERVATION

Ed Wilson, Director
Florida Law Reform Commission
College of Law
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida
Dear Mr. Wilson:
I have been appointed counsel to the Claims Committee for
the State House of Representatives for the forthcoming session
of the legislature.
It is our sincere desire to prepare, and pass, a State Tort
Claims Act during that session. I have been advised that you
have been working on such a proposal and, if so, I would like
very much to meet with you in Gainesville some time during the
month of January, 1969. If this is possible please advise
me as to what would be a convenient date for you.
Sincerely yours,
TFW/mb

��--:;? �
Thomas F. Woods,
Counsel, Claims Committee

be:

Mr. Robert Orseck

December 4, 1968
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Hr. Thomas F. Woods, Counsel
Clalms Conmlttee
Florida House of Representatives
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Hr. Woods:
The Florida Lew Revision COflllllsslon Is preparing a Tort Claims
Act for Introduction at the next session. Hr. Robert Orseck of Miami
Is the reporter on this project. Representative Sandy D 1 Alemberte, a
member of the Commission, Is very much Interested In this project and
has been working closely with us. Mr. Orseck has Just undertaken his
research and will probably be several weeks before a draft will be
available.
t would certainly; like to meet with you and discuss this Act. I
will probably be In Tallahassee during January and I wlll let you know
as soon as I have a trip planned so that we might set up• meeting.
In the meantime, If you have further thoughts on haw we might coordinate
our efforts, I hope you wlll let me hear from you.
Slnc:erely,
Edgar H. WI 1son
EW/mc
cc: Representative O'Alemberte

SUGGESTED STATUTE
Section 1: Waiver of Immunity and Liability of State.

The State,

its political subdivisions, agencies, or any other instrumentality thereof, here
by waives immunity for liability for the torts of its officers, employees or ser
van ts, and shall be liable in the same manner and to the same extent as a

�

private individual under.�circumstances. However, no action may be
brought under this section if the claim
/i} Arises out of the exercise or performance or the
failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function,
whether or not the discretion is abused, or
reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

,,,series

2) Arises out of or results from riots, unlawful
assemblies, public demonstrations, mob Vl.olence ""�
-'P],/
civil disturbances, or

Jo.$"'"2.-c.rton -..--11

•t f<.ee,t;)1H� J. •1

,or+ cla,� l1vf

3) Arises out of false imprisonment, false arrest,
malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
deceit, invasion of rights of privacy, or
,-4} Arises out of the issuance, denial, suspension
or revocation of, or by the failure or refusal to issue,
deny, suspend or revoke, any permit, license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authorization, or
5} Arises out of or in connection with the collec

_:t,,..r:/.assessment of taxes,

tion

o·r

Section 2: Punitive Damages. The State shall not be liable for puni
tive damages� � � � � � �'
-1-

Florida R

...--

f Civil
Section 4: Venue. Actions brought under this act

F

be maintained

in the county in which the cause of action arose,o

{ction 6:

Liability Insurance - Purchased by G�vernmental Entity

Authorized. Any governmental en:ity within the State•Qf Flodctit' may purchase
insurance against any risk which may arise as a result of the application of this
act.

be tried by the court without a jury.

Section 9:

Statute Cumulative. The provisions of this act shall not

be construed to repeat, modify or limit any other statute which allows suits
against the State or its political subdivisions, but shall constitute an additional
remedy.

� O-cX���-,:/Y-d� 1/·9'CJ
l

��
ti.,J��� � aa,;;v
�_;tw-�
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Kr. �rt Orseck
Second Floor, Concord Building
66 Wett Flegler Street
Kint, Florlda 33130
Th• L.w Revision CO'Rltalon met on Marett 22 and considered your
proposed Tort Clali:ns Act. A nu.ber of suggestions end observations
were made and I wit I set them forth se<:tlon by 1actlon.

Sectron I. It was unclear to a whether this statute was Intended
to cover t1Unf.-;lpa1 Itles. This sect Ion i11ent Ions 11pol Itlc•I 1ubdlvfs lon11t
which In mot1t Jurf1dfctlan1 would lnetud• .unlclpalltl••• Kcwever,
It was 1ugs-sted that ln Florlda this Is not the�. But then we note
th•t a city Jell Is referred to In subsection 7. At any rate, the
C011Dl11fon detentlned that the ect should not �r ftllfflfclpalltfes
and that they should be expressly excluded by language tn section l.
The exceptions contained Jn subsections J, 2 and S were -,roved but
ft was de.:lded that 6 and 7 should be deleted completely. S•Gtlon 4
should be deleted as written and the o.xceptfons contained In the Fed•
or•1 .ct should be adjusted to the stete situation. It was also agreed
that the act should apply only to torts c0111mltted In this state.
Section 2. This section should be at'ftended to uke It clear that
ft applles to actions authorfzed by thl1 act.
Section 3. The Cownl1slon voted to strike section 3 co,iplete1y
on the theory th•t courts would have Jurisdiction under thfs act the
••• as If the action was against a private fndlvJdul.
Section I+. This section should be MMHlded to,provlde for venue
only In the county In which the action arose. This can be done by
striking the word u!H'f' In the flrst llne Md substituting ..,hall" and
by striking all that follows after the word 0arose0 In llne 2.

Hr. Robert Orseck
Page 2
'1arc.h 26, 1969
Sections. This section wes stricken eomp1ete1y In the belief that
attornevs• fees should not be regulated In this fashion.
Section 6. Thia section should be retained h some fashion but It
should be checked against F.S. sections 2)4.03 and 455.06 and other
statutes authorizing lleblllty Insurance. In other words, It uy be
nec:essary to r..-at those sections or It might be posslb1e to a111end those
••ctlont so•• to cover the subject matter In section 6.
Sectlon 7. Section 7 was rlf)proved In principle but needs sotie
sllght editing. f'or e.,uw.vtple. this section uses "c.hapter' when "�tst
has been used elsewhere.

Section 8. Section 8 was deleted coq>letely In the belief that
there should be no spec:lal statute of ll�ltatlon for this act.
Section 9. Section 9 wn opprovod In prlnc.lple.

The act should make provision for en effective date. It was agreed
that It should take effect on Januery I, 1969. and should not apply to
act• and oafs1lons prior to that date.
W• would •l•o Ilka for you to consider th4l pos1lblJlty of a deft•
nhlons section. Under the Feder•I act such words •• "emptoyw' and
0
a9encles11 are 4-flnect.

There was c:onslderable dfacusslon of the question of precisely
who would be the defendant. For axaple. would tM action be against
the State Road Department or against the State of Florida regardless
of the •g•n�y for which the employee worked? l think pretty clearly
the answer Is the tatter but then this raises the problem of whose
budget wlll be used to pay these Judg11ents. Some of the mMbers elso
had serious questions regarding the sltvatfon of, say, a sew.1r dlstrfct
with only I hnlted funds. What would happen If a JudgNnt was obtained
against the district for an MIOUftt In excess of their resoun:.s? It
uy be that their aren't any enswen to these questions but we would
ltke to have the benof ft of your vlws on them.

l talked to Sendy this 1110rnln9 .no we are agreed that we wll 1 h.ve
to have the redrafted version of this act In Tallahassee no later than
Aprlt 8. t hope this wlll flt Into your schedule. If I can furnish
astlstMca tn any way, pl•••• let-. know.
Sincerely,
Edgar H, Wt Ison
EW/c.
c:c:: Senator Lawton Chiles• Jr.
Henry P. Trawick, Jr.
Representative Talbot 0 1 Aled>erte
A. Bruce Jones

SUGGESTED STATUTE (DRAFT 2)

Section 1: Waiver of Immunity and Liability of State.

The

State, its political subdivisions, agencies, or any other instrumentality thereof, hereby waives immunity for liability for the torts of its officers, employee
,: or servants, committed in this State, and shall be liable in the same manner
I:
and to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances. This
statute, however, is not applicable to municipalities, or any subdivisions,
agencies, or any other instrumentality thereof, the liability of which shall be
In any event, no action may be

governed by the common law of the State.
brought under this act if the claim

1) Arises out of the exercise or performance or the
failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function,
whether or not the discretion is abused, or
2) Arises out of or results from riots, unlawful
assemblies, public demonstrations, mob violence and
civil distrubances, or
3} Arises out of false imprisonment, false arrest,
malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
deceit, invasion of rights of privacy, or
4) Arises out of the issuance, denial, suspension
or revocation of, or by the failure or refusal to issue,
deny, suspend or revoke, any permit, license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authorization, or
5) Arises out of or in connection with the collection
of an assessment of taxes.
Section 2: Definitions.

1) As used in this act, the term

"the State, its political subdivisions, agencies or any other instrumentality
Ii

;�

thereof" includes the State of Florida, the Counties thereof, and all departm.e

s,

agencies, corporations or entities thereof, primarily acting as instrumentalit· es
or agencies of the State.

2)

"Officers, employees or servants" includes

officers or employees of any of the entities mentioned in paragraph 1 of this

-1-

section, and all persons acting on behalf of any such entity in an official
capacity whether with or without compensation,
The State shall not be liable

Section 3: Punitive Damages,

for punitive damages in any action brought under this act,
Section 4: Venue,

Actions brought under this act shall be

maintained in the county in which the cause of action arose,
Section 5: Jury, Any action against the State under this act
shall be tried by the appropriate court "W.i. thout a jury,
Section 6: Liabilit Insurance - Purchased b

Governmental

Entity Authorized. Any governmental entity within the State of Florida may
purchase insurance against any risk which may arise as a result of the appli
cation of this act.

This section shall leave unimpaired the right of any such

entity under existing law to purchase insurance to cover any risk not arising
out of application of this act and shall not impair the lawful effect on State
immunity of the purchase of any such insurance,
Section 7: Statute Cumulative.

The provisions of this act

shall not be construed to repeat, modify or limit any other act which allows
.

suits against the State or its political sub divisions, regardless of the nature
of the tort, but shall constitute an additional remedy,
Section 8: Effective Date.

This act shall become effective

on January 1, 1969, and is inapplicable to acts or omissions prior to that
date,

LAW

OFFICES

PODHURST 8c ORSECK
SECOND
ee

FLOOR,
WEST

CONCORD

FLAGLER

MIAMI, FLORIDA
TELEPHONE
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ROBERT

PODHURST

BUILDING

STREET
33130

373•9026
WALTER

April 4, 1969

ORSECK

Edgar H. Wilson, Esquire
Executive Director
Florida Law Revision Commission
College of Law
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32601

H, BECKHAM, .JR,
OF COUNSEL
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Dear Edgar:
Enclosed please find an original and a copy of Draft
2 of Suggested Tort Claims Act. With reference to your letter of
March 26, 1969, I will go down the list of suggestions made therein and
my thoughts on each;
Section 1 - Pursuant to Commission's suggestion, we
have excluded municipalities. The point, of course, is well taken since
an entire body of common law has grown in this State concerning liability
of municipalities and the term "political subdivisions" of the State should
not and does not cover municipalities in Florida. We have expressly
excluded municipalities. Likewise, we have deleted the exceptions in
sub-sections 6 and 7. We have re-inserted exception no. 3 from the
first draft, since no comment at all was made on it in your letter.
Insofar as the exception contained in sub-section 4 is
concerned, I sincerely believe that it is as applicable to the State situation
as it is to the Federal, and therefore have taken the liberty of re-inserting
it. I don't know precisely how it can be altered to meet the State situation.
It covers administrative conduct of any and all kinds insofar as is suing of
permits, license, and orders are concerned.
State.

We also have limited the act to torts committed in the

Edgar H. Wilson, Esquire
April 4, 1969

Page 2

Section 2 - Section 2, (Section 3 in the second draft)
has been amended to forbid recovery of punitive damages in any action
brought under this act.
Section 3 - Former Section 3 entitled "Jurisdiction
and Application of Rules of Civil Procedure, etc., has been stricken
in its entirety.
Section 4 - Section 4, entitled Venue , has been amended
in accordance with your suggestions of March 26, 1969.
in its entirety.

Section 5 - Section 5 of the first draft has been stricken

Section 6 - Section 6, dealing with insurance, has been
amended slightly. I have added an explanatory sentence which demonstrates
that the act here involved in no way impairs the right under existing law
of any State agency or subdivision to purchase insurance to cover any risk
not covered by the act; and that the act does not impair the lawful affect
on State immunity of the purchase of any such insurance. I think that together
with the Statute Cumulative Section (Section 7 of the new or second draft)
that there would be no real need to amend or repeal sections 234. 03 or
455. 06 etc. In short, this act is an additional remedy anyway. And the
State or subdivisions could still purchase insurance to cover for example;
false arrest under a general law which might permit it.
Section 7 - Section 7 of the first draft was slightly edited
in accordance with your suggestions.
Section 8 - Section 8 was deleted completely in accordance
with your suggestions.
Section 9 - Section 9 was slightly amended and the following
clause was added: "regardless of the nature of the tort". This read
together with the liability insurance privisions presently found in Section 6
shows that for example, in the event of a false arrest insurance policy,
there might still be liability.
We likewise have added an effective date--which to be very
frank, I don't understand. Would the act apply ex post facto? In any event,
I have included it pursuant to your suggestions. I would think that the act
would take effect sometime after it is enacted.

Edgar H. Wilson, Esquire
April 4, 1969

Page 3

I have added a new section dealing with definitions
which I think is general and pretty well encompasses what we are
talking about.
Lastly, insofar as a problem is presented concerning
just what budget would be used to pay off any judgment against the State,
I have been thinking about this pretty carefully and it indeed is a problem.
I can only suggest that the State set aside some sort of fund in general
for these judgments if this is practicable; or that insurance might readily
provide the answer. But where a sewer district with only limited funds
for example is sued and an excessive judgment is recovered, certainly
the State should be responsible in some fashion. I do not think that the
judgment should be paid out of the subdivision funds which are ear
marked for operations. I am not too familiar with the workings of the
budget, but I do believe that a fund should be set aside for payment of
tort judgments either generally by the State or by each department.
If the fund of a sewer district is not sufficient, then
perhaps there could be an excess fund set aside by the State which could
be drawn upon. This does present a problem. I do know that the Federal
Tort Claims Act, the defendant when an agency is guilty of a tort, is
the United States of America. I am just uncertain at this point how
Congress provides for payment.
answer.

Perhaps, inquiry along these lines would provide the

I think the act itself, as amended here, is short, tight,
and simple. It follows the principles of the Federal Tort Claims Act
which is the most workable waiver of immunity type statute that I have
ever come across.
Please let me hear as to what action is being taken.
Yours truly,

PODHURST AND ORSECK

RO/dmr
Enclosure

�
Robert Orseck

THIRD DRAFT
RECOMMENDED TORT CLAIM ACT
Section I:

Waiver of lnvnunlty.

The State, for itself and its

political subdivisions and instrumentalities waives immunity for liability
for the torts of officers, employees, or servants committed in the State.
The State, its political subdivisions and instrumentalities shall be
liable in the same manner as a private individual but no action may be
brought under this act if the claim:
Arises out of the performance or the failure to perform

(1)

a discretionary function;
(2)

Arises out of a riot, unlawful assembly, public demon

stration, mob violence and civil disturbances;
(3)

Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false

arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights;
(4)

Arises out of the issuance, denial, suspension or revoca

tion of, or by the failure to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke, a
permit, license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authori
zation; or
(5)

Arises out of the collection or assessment of taxes.

Section 2�

Municipalities.

Section 3:

Punitive Damages.

This act does not apply to municipalities.

in an action brought under this act.

Punitive damages shall not be allowed

�ect1on �:

�-

Actions unoer tn1s act shall be brought in the

county where the cause of action arose.
Section 5:

Jury.

Actions under this act shall be tried by the

court without a jury.
Section 6:

Statute Cumulative.

The rights and remedies under this

act are cumulative to all others.
Section 7:

Effective Date.

This act shall become effective on

July I, 1960, and shall not apply to acts or omissions occurring before
that date.

SB 825
By Senators Chiles and McClain
April 29, 1969

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

A bill to be entitled
AN ACT relating to tort liability;
amending chapter 768, Florida Statutes,
by adding section 768.15, providing for
the waiver of sovereign immunity for the
state and its political subdivisons;
providing certain exceptional circumstances; providing for the exclusion of
municipalities; disallowing punitive
damages; specifying venue and trial
without jury; providing an effective date.

14
15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Florida:

16
17

Section 1. Section 768.15, Florida Statutes,
is added to read:

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

768.15 Waiver of immunity. The state, for
itself and its political subdivisions and instrumentalities waives immunity for liability for the
torts of officers, employees, or servants committed
in the state. The state, its political subdivisions
and instrumentalities shall be liable in the same
manner as a private individual but no action may be
brought under this act if the claim:

26
27

( 1) Arises out of the performance or the
failure to perform a discretionary function;

28
29
30
31

(2) Arises out of a riot, unlawful assembly,
public demonstration, mob violence, or civil
1
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1

disturbances;

2
3
4
5

(3) Arises out of assault, battery, false
imprisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution,
abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation,
deceit, or interference with contract rights;
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(4) Arises out of the issuance, denial,
suspension or revocation of, or by the failure to
issue, deny, suspend, or revoke, a permit, license,
certificate, approval, order, or similar authorization; or
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(5) Arises out of the collection or assessment
of taxes.
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Section 2. Municipalities. This act does
not apply to municipalities.
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Section 3. Punitive damages. Punitive
damages shall not be allowed in an action brought
under this act.
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Section 4. Venue. Actions under this act
shall be brought in the county where the cause of
action arose.
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Section 5. Jury. Actions under this act
shall be tried by the court without a jury.
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Section 6. Statute cumulative. The rights
and remedies under this act are cumulative to all
others.
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Section 7. Effective date. This act shall become effective on July 1, 1969 and shall not apply to
acts or omissions occurring before that date.
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REFERENCE BUREAU SUMMARY
Companion to House Bill No. 1243

Adds Section 768.15, F. S., to waive sovereign immunity of the
state, political subdivisions, and instrumentalities in situations
of torts by its officers, employees or servants. Prohibits actions
brought on discretionary functions, riotous situations, certain
malfeasance, certain tax and license situations. Excludes munici
palities and recovery of punitive damages. Provides venue and
non-jury trial. Not effective as to acts occurring before July 1,
1969.

FLORIDA LAW REVISION COMMISSION

TORT CLAIMS AGAINST THE STATE
UNDER THE NEW CONSTITUTION:
REASONS FOR ABOLITION AND SUGGESTED LEGISLATION
By Robert Orseck, Reporter
"Sovereign irnrnunity" is predicated upon the dated theory that
King can do no wrong."

11

the

In Florida, of course, this concept prohibits

suits for tort against the State or its political subdivisions; and only
by "general law" under the Constitution of 1885 as arnended could there
be a dispensation of irnrnunity:

Kaulakis v. Boyd, Fla. 1962, 138 So.2d

505; Aaron v. Palrn Beach tounty, 159 Fla. 517, 32 So.2d 165; Waite v.
Dade County, Fla. 1954, 74 So. 2d 681.

Under the new Constitution there

also is provision for legislation abolishing State immunity.
a)

Florida thus still retains the doctrine of sovereign im

rnunity regarding the State and its political subdivisions.

Significantly

the Florida Supreme Court ruled in 1957 that municipalities would not
be irnmune frorn suit for negligence:
96 So.2d 130.

Hargrove v. Cocoa Beach, Fla. 1957,

Likewise there are other existing circumstances in which

the State, its agency, or political subdivision 1nay also not have irwnunity
frorn suit.
b)

Florida Statute §455.06 authorizes any State agency or

political subdivision to purchase liability insurance in connection with
the operation of motor vehicles, watercraft, aircraft, buildings, etc.
This statute further provides that the defense of sovereign or govern
rnental irnrnunity is waived to the extent of the insurance coverage.
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Examples of State agencies which have purchased rnsurance under this
law and can be sued are the State Road Department and the Florida Turn
Pike Authority.
c) Florida Statute §234.03; counties are required to purchase
insurance on school buses in order to protect students and are authorized
to purchase insurance to protect persons other than students who are
injured by school buses or other vehicles.
d) Florida Statute §230.23 (9)d authorizes counties to purchase
insurance to cover school buildings, boilers, etc., and Florida Statute
§232.43 authorizes counties to purchase insurance to protect school stu
dents who are injured in school athletic contests.
e)

We have had what commonly is known as a 11Claiins Bi11"

system. Our former Constitution provided that recovery for damages
caused by the State or its political sub-divisions could be obtained by
legislative enactment of a special or general bill to compensate injured
persons.
Under the 11Claiins Bill11 system, the legislature was burdened with
determining whether a claimant should be compensated and in what amount.
Congress also had a "Claims Bill" systein and this time consu'lling and
diversionary burden was one of the factors leading to passage of the
Federal Tort Claims Act.
11

Besides the tremendous amount of time which the

Claims Bi1111 syste'll demanded of the legislature, a claiinant's success

frequently would depend on his status and political connections, rather
than on the merit of the claim.
Thus, municipalities are liable for negligence, but the State or
subdivisions are not, except in those cases where liability insurance

- 3 has been purchased.

There is no uniform requirement for the purchase

of liability insurance, since the law authorizes almost any State agency
or political subdivision to •nake its own decision on the purchase of
insurance and the amount of coverage.

And a person who suffers a loss

at the hands of the State can have a "Claims Bill" enacted, which is
burdensome on the legislature, and is also less efficient than the
judicial procedure under a tort claims act.
f)

The old-fashioned and virtually fictional distinction be-

tween "proprietary" and "governmental" functions has been employed to
avoid the harsh nature of governmental irnrnunity, see:
of Dade, Fla.App� 1965, 178 So.2d 592,

Butts v. County

For torts during performance

of "proprietary" functions, the State or its subdivisions are responsible.
But so-called "governmental" functions are clothed with immunity.
There, of course, can not and should not be any real objection to
some form of modification of the doctrine of sovereign immunity in
Florida.

The Congress has long since re-evaluated the doctrine of sover

eign immunity, and for over two decades the United States of America,
pursuant to the workable and broad provisions of the Federal Tort Claims
Act, has been responsible in damages for negligent acts of its agents,
servants or employees, and the responsibility of the Government is much
like the responsibility of private corporations or entities, see:
28 U.S.C. §1346 (b); §2401; §2671-2680.

Section 2674 provides, in

relevant part, as follows:
The United States shall be liable, respecting the
provisions of this title relating to tort claims,
in the same manner and to the same extent as a
private individual under like circumstances, but
shall not be 1 iable for interest prior to judgment
or for punitive damages."

11

Title

- 4 Section 2680 provides a list of exceptions, dictated by common sense,
Included here are discretionary functions and intentional torts such as
assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution,
abuse of process, I ibel, slander, �isrepresentation, deceit, or inter
ference with contract rights.
Such torts, of course, in all likelihood would give rise to an
endless stream of litigation based upon actions of government employees
simply doing their job in the best manner they can, and the need for
relief in areas such as damage to reputation, is certainly not as pressing
as in the case of damages for injuries based on plain negligence.
The F. T. C.A. is grounded upon p ractica 1ity and common sense.

I ts

provisions are based upon considerable study, and its guides have been
followed by numerous states.

A statutory plan following these guides

is fair, workable and practical.
Many inroads, as indicated, already have been made upon the doc
trine of sovereign immunity in Florida; and one of the most substantial
is the rule set out in Butts v. Dade County, Fla.App. 1965, 178 So.2d
592 and Suwann:,.<;County Hospital Corporation, Fla. 1952, 56 So.2d 911.
Those cases distinguish "proprietary" functions of the State ·-- in the
performance of which the State or its subdivisions are liable for tort
and 11governrnental" functions which are clothed with "sovereign irrvnunity. 11
This type of distinction, while it of course is designed admirably
to effect inroads upon a dated concept, is totally unrealistic, and gives
rise to over-technical distinctions and unrealistic theorizing, See:
Butts v. County of Dade, supra; Smith v. DuVal County Welfare Board,
Fla.App. 1960, 118 So.2d 98.

It is precisely the distinction which was

- 5 abolished in the case of municipalities in Hargrove, which in effect,
found it unworkable and held simply that a municipality would thereafter
be responsible on principles of respondeat superior.
It is difficult to justify just why a municipality is responsible
for injuries so inflicted but not the State or its subdivisions.
If, for example, one is negligently injured by a dangerous defect
in the street at the city limits and suffers damages, the entire question
of whether he collects this amount will depend, under present law, upon
whether he was just outside the city boundaries. Similarly, if two
persons are injured due to virtually the same acts of governmental negli
gence, but one person was inside and the other outside the city limits,
one will recover damages - the other not.

It is difficult, if not

impossible, to understand such distinction, and no one can reasonably
argue its equity.
As Justice Campbell Thornal stated in Hargrove:
"Immunization in the exercise of governmental
functions has been traditionally put on the theory
that 'the king can do no wrong...• ' In applying
this theory the courts have transposed into our
democratic system the concept that the sovereign
is devine and that divinity is beyond reproach.
In preserving the theory they seem to have over. looked completely the wrongs that produced our
Declaration of Independence and in the ultimate
resulted in the Revolutionary War. We, therefore,
feel that the time has arrived to declare this
doctrine anachronistic not only to our system of
justice but to our traditional concepts of demo
cratic government.
"The immunity theory has been further supported
with the idea that it is better for an individual
to suffer a grievous wrong than to impose liability
on the people vicariously through their govern
ment. If there is anything more than a sham to our
constitutional guarantee that the courts shall al
ways be open to redress wrongs and to our sense of

- 6 justice that there shall be a rernedy for every
wrong committed, then certainly this basis for
the rule cannot be supported."
The Oregon Suprerne Court has stated:
The doctrine of sovereign irnrnunity is not defensib 1 e. It is a1 most universa11 y c ritic ized ••..
There is an appearance of unfairness in the State's
position - the spectacle of a participant in a
contest rejecting the ordinary rules of the game
by which others must play ...• The State as a
creator of laws should not present such an image
of injustice." (State v. Shinkle, 373 P.2d 674.)

11

Professor Torn Lambert, former Dean of Stetson Law School, has said:
We fought a great war, in part, I think to demonstrate the fallacy of the doctrine that George Ill
could do no wrong. The divine ways of kings and
tutored despotisms superimposed on the justice of
a free and open society screams to high heaven!
.•. In the days of Ethelred the Unready maybe you
could live with a rule of government immunity.
In 1789 the only function of government was to
receive ambassadors, to carry the mail, and look
after the Indians. But in 1962, with the penetration of government into all levels of life, it
is a different story...• Where government does
justice between men and men it must also do justice
between man and State under reason tested by
experience called 'law' .
11

11

The language of Hargrove, of course, is directly applicable to State
immunity� wel I� municipal immunity.
Finally, the statute, as suggested here, which closely parallels
the Federal Tort Claims Act, is much more conservative in scope in many
aspects than the Harqrove doctrine.

For example, the mass of actions for

intentional torts which have been brought against the municipalities since
Hargrove specifically will be exempted.

Intentional torts such as assault

and battery and false arrest are available under Hargrove, See:

fl.tt.

of Miami v. Simpson, Fla. 1965, 172 So.2d 435; but are excluded under
the proposed act just as they have been under the Federal Act.

- 7 Discretionary acts, involving decision-making by governrnent officials,
or exercises of judgment will not give rise to any claims under the pro
posed legislation, even where discretion is abused; nor will liability be
permitted where the claim is based upon due execution of a statute or
regulation - even if that statute ultimately is declared void.
Thus two areas of potential 1 iability which would, if allowed,
seriously hinder and impede the very working of State government and its
political subdivisions, will present no difficulty here.
The same period of limitation will apply as in suits against indi
viduals.

Matters will be tried to the Court without a jury.

be no punitive damages permitted.

There will

And, of course, insurance protection

will be available.
In sum, this legislation is designed to protect primarily against
plain and simple negligence by State employees or officials in the
scope of their employr.�ent causing personal injuries to a plaintiff.

It

does not contemplate a mass of suits for acts of policemen or officials
who go about their daily and routine government business without harming
persons through plain carelessness.

It does not contemplate liability

for intentional torts (i.e. false arrest, which frequently involves
judgment mistake), nor does it contemplate liability in the decision
making process or for acts performed in the discretion of a government
employee.
It is sound, simple and workable.

Its counterpart is found in the

Federal Tort Claims Act.
There are various methods of abolishing immunity which have been
employed in various jurisdictions.

Under the Florida Constitution,

- 8 provision may be made by general law for bringing suit against the
State.

To date, the Legislature has processed claims against the State

individually as special acts.
There are three general statutory methods which have been utilized
by other states:
1.

The New York Legislature in 1929 waived all tort immunity at

the State level.

Under this waiver policy suits against the State are

in accordance with the same rules of law as apply to actions against
individuals or corporations.

However, a burdensome special Court of

Claims Act was passed, which experience has revealed is complex; and an
entire body of procedural and substantive law has grown up around it.
2.

Alaska and Hawaii have adopted methods which are basically

similar to the Federal Tort Claims Act, first enacted in 1946.

This

also involves a broad waiver of immunity but includes an enumeration of
specific exceptions.
3.

This is the most desirable and workable method.

California has adopted an approach which does not initially

waive the existing immunity, but rather, involves a detailed and compre
hensively tailored program of public liability.

The statutes narrowly

define the policy considerations, scope, and extent of liability and also
provide for the administration of claims.

Thus, immunity is continued,

except as otherwise provided by specific legislative enactment.
The proposed statute, like that of Aiaska and Hawaii, is patterned
on the Federal Act.

It has the advantage also of an established workable

body of law interpreting various of the provisions.

For example, there

exists a substantial body of Federal law on just what constitutes an
exempted 11 discretionary11 function.

August 11, 1969
M E M O R A N D U ·M
TO:

Dr. E. L. Whigham, Superintendent and Secretary

FROM:

Ed Hurst 1 Assistant Superintendent for Support Services

SUBJECT:

REPORT:

Policies Needed To Establish The Board's Position On
Liability Coverage For No�-School Agencies Using School
Properties

In the waning days of the last session 1 the Florida lesgilature passed Senate
bill No. 825. This bill waived the provisions of sovereign immunity for public
schools, effective as of .July l, 1969, thus making ta,c funds available to satisfy
the claill?S arising from tort liabilities. Liability insurance coverage to
protect the Board under the new law was obtained on an emergency bcais. The
limit of such insurance will be $10 1 000 1 000.00 in the near future.
The Office of Support Services is coordinating the development of administrative
procedures required to assist personnel and non-school agencies in accommodeting
to the numerous new sit.'1.lations resulting from the Board I s loss of immunity.
!n the development of procedures there are many details that can and Pxe being
handled administratively by this office. There are, however., several consider
ations that so vitally affect the Board, its relations with the connnunity ar.d
many community agencies, that I feel they should be brought to the Board's
attention. It would also be well for Florida legislators to realize that, in
addition to the cost for liability insurance, there are major considerations
which may or may not have been weighed when the immunity of the Dade Co-Jnty
Schools was removed by statute.
A major issue on which a Board policy position must be taken soon is �ow lia
bility c·overage is to be provided for non-school agencies using school fac:1.11t:ies.
Schools have traditionally served as colll'llUnif:y centers for many activities aa
is evidenced by attachment A, showing the per.tial use of school structures and
grounds by outside agencies fort.he period of July 1, 1968 to .June 30, 1969.
In the past, Board policies actively promoted the use of school grounds and
facilities when school was not :f.n session, as evidenced by the. statement cf
position set forth in Board Policy 1331.l, attachment B.
The use of structures and grounds• as sh.own :i.n attachment A, represents a good
cross section of community agencies. The listing of structure usage is be
lieved to be accurate, but the portion listing the use of grounds is not.
Le.ase arrangements for grounds were not generally made unless the leasing
age.ncy felt there might be a conflict with some other agency attempting to use
the grounds at th� Yame time. Board Policy 1331.1 which invites the use of
school grounds does rJ.Ot require a Use Agreement.
At a recent meeting of the representatives of the General Liability Insurance
Carriers, it was requested that all school grounds be locked and posted 'l>.nen
the use of the property was not supervised by Board employees.
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The following are a few brief informational comments on the use of school proper
ties as shOlm in attachment B and are identified here by numbers and titles of
the various sections:
l.

Repetitious Rentals • these rentals are generally for a pe�iod of
time and are renewable each year. Many religious groups initially
organize and meet in schools until they have sufficient members and
funds to build their own meeting places. Other religious groups
regularly rent school facilities to provide for additional space
needs.

2.

Individual Rentals - this section covers a variety of activities from
those of a purely commercial.nature to those which are strictly chari
table. It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to classify
these organizations as charitable or non-charitable.

3. �arge" Rentals - is a category that is used for. school-allied
organizations. In gener&l, the organizations are sponsored by a
school or by school-allied organizations. The majori�y of tho �ru�vb
in this classification have limited financial resources.
4.

No Charge Rt>..ntals" - Gr<7-inds Only - represents only a ver-:1 small pi1rt
of the activities that t�ke place on school grounds. Some groups are
well organized and are adequately supervised, but the majority are not,
Children individually and as groups use school grounds regularly as
neighborhood playgrounds. In some instances it has been difficult to
control the use made of the grounds in that certain activities have
been considered as a nuisance to persons living in the vicinity of
school properties.
11

S. "No Charge Rentals" - Government - this is a listing of governmental

or s�-governmental agencies that generally use school facil:f.ties on
a regular basis. It is very likely that in some instances these agen
cies are covered by sovereign immunity as accorded the United States
government. In other instances the agencies are in much the same
position in regards to immunity as the Board of Public Instruction.

6.

"No Charge Rentals" - Other - shows the use of school facilities by
school elIIPloyed groups for training or organized employee groups for
social functions.

7.

"No Cha�ge Rentals': - Metro - sets forth the use of school facilities
by the Metropolitan Dade County Recreation Department under an agree
ment with the Board of Public Instruction.

The above classification of agencies is in accordance with the criteria set forth
ia attachment C, authority Board Policy No. 1331.
Other major uses ·of school properties not shown above are:
(a)

Use of schools by the'Red Cross as shelters at time of hurricanes
or other emergencies.

(b)

Use of schools as Municipal, County, State and Federal polling
places

(c)

Use of schools as civil defense shelters and for the storage of
emergency shelter rations.
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One of the major considerations in continuing the use of school properties by
non-school agencies io whether or not tax funds should be used to purchase
liability coverage for those agencies. Coverage fo� these groups would be
rather expensive, as compared to normal school coverage, in that many of them
are poorly organized and do not have sufficient supervision to p�esent a good
legal defense on the basis that negligence was not a factor. It must also be
considered that.the activities of non-school groups, whether charitable, re
ligious, govermnental or commercial, are not in keeping with the purposes for
which school structures and grounds were designed.
A 4"equirelll8Ilt that all o� some of the agencies provide liability insure.nee prior
to using school properties will cause delays and financial problems for many of
them. Since the Board Members will, no doubt receive many compla:l.nta, it is
importent they fully understand the problems prior to developing policies in
this area.
There apparently is no
unorganized groups not
pay excassive premiums
ages. Such groups and
would be meaningless.

solution to the use of school grounds by individuals or
under supervision inasmuch as the Boa�d would of nece�sity
to obtain such coverage because of poorly defined cover�
individuals are not organized and coverage requirements

If the Board decides to advise all agencias that they must provide their own
liability coverage, it would require that the Board provide a clerical force
sufficient to ex2!11ine the various policies to determine that the Board's requir9•
ments were being met and that policies were current.
Guidance is needed so thnt policies can be developed and recommended to the
Beard at the earliest possible date. Until such policies are developed, the
Board, in my opinion, is liable for claims originating from the use of proper
ties by all of the above groups.
The follcwing suggestions a�e offered not as recommendations but to assist in
policy developI.Jent consider&tions. The classifications used are those identi•
fied in attachment C, Policy No. 1331, Page 2 of 4:
1.

Non-School• be required to provide liability insurance coverage,
naming the Board as the insured.

2.

Governm� • Same as above.

3.

School-Allied• possibly our present policy should be ch:mged so
as to identify agencies that promote the welfare of the school and
the pupils, as contrasted to those that promote the welfare of the
school and/or the pupils.
Organizations such as Parent-Teacher Associations, Daddies Clubs,
Band Patrons and similar organizations would come in the first
category and as such the Board would provide coverage for regular
meetings but not for fund raising projects such as dinners and
carnivals.
Organizations that promote the welfare of pupils such as I<houry
League Baae�all Association, Scouting Organizations and simila.:c
groups would fall in the second categorJ which wc,cld hav·a to prow
vide liability insurance coverage for all activities.

Categories 4, 5 & 6 would rcqu:!.re coverage depending on their clasaification
as Non-School, Gwe:rn.ment or School-Allied.
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As stated before, .the Board'o insurable liability coverage will be established
at a maximum of $10,000,000.00. I do not wish to appear as an alarmist, but
there have been instances where liability settlementa made in connection with
school accidents exceeded this figure. For example, the Lady of Angels Paro
chial School fire that occurred in Chicago December 1, 1958, resulted !.n cla:!m
settlements which, I �nderstand, totaled $23,000aOOO.oo.
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TANNEY & FORDE
ATTORNEYS ANO COUNSELLORS AT LAW
418 S. FORT HARRISON AVE;.
WILLIAM J. TANNEY
BARRY V. FORDE

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
33516

EDWARD D.CARLSON,JR.

PHONE 446•5967

August 1 t', 1969
Mr. Talbot 1 1 Sandy 11 D'Alemberte
Florid9 House of Representatfves
Representative, 98th District
1414 First National BankButldlng
Mfaml, FlorJda 33131
Dear Sandy:
Thank you very much for your letter
of August 6, 1969.
Your comments concerning the opposttton
of the Bill were helpful. I wfll look forward to
recetvtng the final draft of the legtslation so that
the Academy of Florfda Trial Lawyers might have an
opportunity to study It before taking a final posftion
·In regard to the measure.
In regard to the Tort Clatms Act, l am
aware of the opposft ion by the school boards.· Your comment
concerning Don Reed was Tnterestlng. In order to satisfy
him In that regard, ft would seem to me that the passing
of a statute granting fmmunlty to the members of the House
and Senate for statements made on the floor of the House
and Senate would satfsfy hf m In that respect. f do,
however, agree with you that I cannot see justiffcation
for his feel fng that statements made on the floor of the
House would make indlvfdual members lfable. I again
urge you to keep us advised as to any other, proposals
that you feel will effect the publ le In the area of Qersonal
Injury law or workmen's compensation law or would effect
the trial of personal injury claims or workmen's compensation
claims. The more advanced notice we receive concerning
these, the better We wll 1 be able to be In a position to
study them and take an �arly position ln regard to them.
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Again, let me thank you very much for
your cooperation and I will look forward to recelvlng
a copy of the final draft of the legislatlon concerning
the Wrongful Death and Survival Act.
Wlth klndest personal regards.·
Very truly yours,
TANNEY & FORDE

WJT: met
cc:

Will lam J.-Tanney
/

Ray Ferrero, Jr., Esquire
James w. Cull is, Esquire
Lefferts Mable, Jr., Esquire
J� 8. Spence, Esquire
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Lakeland, Florida
August 19, 1969

ID )�arton l'-f
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Mr. Talbot D'Alemberte
Attorney at Law
1414 First National Bank Building
Miami, Florida 33131
Re:

1288

EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK BLOG.

TELEPHONE (813) 533-1151
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Florida Law Revision Commission
immunity waive!:'

sovereign

Dear Sandy:
I am distressed at the amount of adverse
newspaper editorial comment on the so-called tort
claims act. None that I have seen relates to drafting
oversights and insufficiencies (of which there probably
are some); the comments seem to attack the whole idea
of a sovereign immunity waiver. I believe that these
editorial writers echo the reaction of many persons
when confronted with contentions that there will be
a raid on the treasuri·es of school boards, county
commissions, municipalities (they do not seem to
understand municipal tort liability apart from the
act), and other local governmental units. They do
not seem to be too concerned about the state govern
ment, presumably because no ad valorem property
taxes are involved there. I doubt that any editorial
writer has studied or even read much on the rationale
of sovereign immunity waivers.
Can you think of a fast way to get a well
written explanation published in something? Once
published in anything, it could then be brought to
the attention of appropriate persons. Even a law
review article, despite its limited circulation,

Mr. Talbot D'Alemberte
August 19, 1969
Page 2
would be helpful. There is, I suspect, existing
legal literature that reflects philosoph�cal thought
on the subject, and perhaps statistics indicating
that a properly circumscribed waiver does not
necessarily blow up the governmental cash register.
Is there anybody at the University of
Miami law school who might be willing to tackle
the writing job as a matter of priority, perhaps
using the law review as a medium?
Sincerely yours,
Henry M. Kittleson
HMK:vs
cc: Mes'srs. Chiles, Trawick,
Dickson and Quarles

FREDERICK H. SCHULTZ
Speaker

T. TERRELL SESSUMS
Speaker Pro Tempore

ALLEN MORRIS
Clerk

W. A. BALLENTINE
Sergeant al Arm,

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TALLAHASSEE
TALBOT "SANov·· o·ALEMBERTE
REPRESENT-'TIVE, 98TH DISTRICT
1414 FIRST NATION-'L BANK BUILDING
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COMMITTEES:
Ao v ... LOREM TAXATION, CHAIRM-'N

JUDICIARY

STATE GOVERNMENTAL ORG-'NIZATION
& EFFICIENCY

Au.gust 25, 1969
Henry M. Kittleson. Eaq_ulre
Holland 8"t Knlght
P.O. Drawer B W
92 Lake Wire Drive
Lakeland, Florida 33802
Dear Henry:
Thank.a for the letter on the eoverelgn. lmmunlty matter. J
believe that all of thle la belng atlrred up by the school boards and I
thlnk that we will find that Floyd Ch.ristlao'• office la behind the wb.ole
thing. From what I have heard lt ba• been more stirred up in your area
than anywhere elee and, although I am particularly unhappy that Lawton
got victimized by th.la, I nonetheleea think that our chances are good for
re-enactment of the law or at lea•t repeal of the repealer provlslon.
One obvloa.a step ts to talk wlth the state Department of Education
on this matter and I will do that.
I am bucking your letter to the Unlveralty of Mlaml Law R evlew
and perhaps Dean Qwarlea will want to check arow,.d at Florida. I do
agree that law review article• a re an excellent way to circulate idea• and
l enclo•• for your reading an article on the confidential privUege some
time• clalmed by journallete.
Slncerely,

TD'Aijm.r
Ellelo•11re1
cc: •on. Lawton M. Chllea
Dave Dlckaon, Esquire

Henry P. Trawlck, :Esquire
...-'Dean Jame■ c. Qurlee ·

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TALJ.AIIASSEE
TALBOT "SANDY'' D'ALEMBERTE

September 25, 1969

REP'RESENTATIVE, 98TH DISTRICT
.... P'IRST NATIONAL DANK BUILDING
MIAMI, P'LORIDA 33131

TO

C0NNITTEES1
AD VAL0REM TAXATION, CHAIRMAN
JUDICIARY
8TATE GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION
• EFFICIENCY

THE EDITOR:

Several county school superintendent�. have expressed
considerable concern over the Legislature's abolition of the
state's immunity from civil suit.

At least until next year, when

the act abolishing the sovereign immunity of the state automatically
expires, any person hurt through the negligence of the state--or a
county--can sue the government agency responsible just as in any
other civil suit.
The simple thesis of this legislation is that the state (now
grown so large} should be as responsible as any citizen for injuries
it causes.

It rejects the maxim that''the king can do no wrong", a

principle which, in my opinion, we rendered archaic with the American
Revolution.
The primary objection �aised so far to the removal of immunity
is that the counties will now have to buy insurance to protect
themselves against possible loss.

In providing coverage, insurance

companies inspect the premises insured and generally require improvements and additional safety measures.

These also cost money.

school bo3rd had to replace rotting bleachers, but this sort of
maintenance should be performed.)

(One

I know that most of the public officials who are opposed tQ_ ...
removing the immunity of the state are well meaning, sincere
people who have too often been harrassed by having too little
money and very great problems.

I particularly sympathize with the

plight of th� schools which need greater support from the state
government.
The fact remains that it is simply unjust to perpetuate a
system whereby the only way one can recover from an injury
committed by the state is to have a friendly legislator intro1uce
a claims bill to compensate him for his damages.

The Legislature

is not a judicial forum, but a political one and claims bills are
not very well handled in a political environment.·
Very few of the complaining officials object to the payment
of legitimate claims but they are objecting to the fact that
without sovereign immunity a court of law will determine what is
legitimate.

I do not share their lack of faith in the judicial

process.
In 1957, when the courts ruled that municipal negligence was
not under the protection of sovereign immunity, there was a hue
and cry that municipal bankruptcy would soon follow.

The same

occurred when the federal government voluntarily removed.its
immunity.

The results have not borne out the prophets of disaster

Very clearly there is one .fact which stands out above all
others in this co�troversy.

No agency of the state will be liable

for any damages to any person unless that agency was at fault.

It

�i..s utterly obnoxious to me that the citizens of this state have
been and might well in the future be denied any recourse in a
cqurt of law for harm to them not of their own doing.
Occasionally the interests of efficiency and eco�omy run
afoul of the .interests of justice and fairness.

Hopefully, we

will determine in the next session of the Legislature that the
interests of fairness are of a·much higher priority.
At the same time, I hope that we will have found ways to
avoid excessive insurance costs.

Many large private companies

have found that self-insurance programs result in great savings.
This is an alternative that we should, and will, consider.

Talbot "Sandy" D'Alemberte
Florida ·House of Representa.tives
TD'A:mm

CS for H B 3564

By the Committee on Judiciary.
April 16, 1970
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A bill to be entitled
AN ACT relating to tort liability;
amending section 768.15, Florida
Statutes, created by section 1 of
chapter 69-116, Laws of Florida,
limiting the liability of the state,
its counties, agencies, and instrumentalities; repealing chapter
69-357, Laws of Florida, which provides for the repeal of section
768.15, Florida Statutes, on July
1, 1970; providing an effective
date.

16
17

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Florida:
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18
Section 1. Section 768.15, Florida Stat19 utes, created by section 1 of chapter 69-116, Laws.
20 of Florida, is amended to read:
21

768.15 Waiver of immunity.-

22
(1) The state, for itself and its
23 counties, agencies, and instrumentalities waives
24 immunity for liability for the torts of officers,
25 employees, or servants committed in the state.
26 The state_, its counties, agencies, and instrumen27 talities shall be liable in the same manner as a
28 private individual but no action may be brought
29 under this [act] section if the claim:
30
[(l)] (a) Arises out of the performance of
31 or the failure to perform a discretionary function;
1

1
2
3

[(2)] (b) Arises out of a riot, unlawful
assembly, public demonstration, mob violence, or
civil disturbances;

4
5
6
7
8

[(3)] (c) Arises out of the issuance, denial,
suspension or revocation of, or by the failure to
issue, deny, suspend, or revoke, a permit, license,
certificate, approval, order, or similar authorization; or

9
10

[(4)] (d) Arises out of the collection or
assessment of taxes.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

(2) The limits of liability for the state,
its counties, agencies, and instrumentalities for
all damages to property shall not exceed twentyfiue thousand dollars ($25,000) and all damages to
persons arising out of bodily injury shall not exceed one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) for
damages sustained by one (1) person in any one (1)
accident and three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000)
for each occurrence.

20
21

(3) If the state, its counties, agencies or
instrumentalities secure insurance to cover liability
for damages in excess of the amounts prescribed in
subsection (2), liability shall extend to the limits
of the applicable insurance.

22
23

24

25
26
27
28

(4) A final judgement may be entered in
excess of the limits of liability imposed by this
section. The excess portion of such judgement may
be presented as a claim to the legislature.

29

Section 2. Chapter 69-357, Laws of Florida,
is repealed.

31

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon
2

30

1

becoming law.

1
2
3

.. 1!
s

I

6

�.n act relating to claims against the state;
authorizing suits against the state or any
of its agencies or subdivisions for the

a \t,,
,!1'
9 ·,:

!1

10 ;;

1111
12

A bill to be entitled

I!

tortious acts of their employees or agents;
authorizing settlenent ·of·such claims; pro
viding proced ure for prosecuting claims;
providing an effective date.
Bo it Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. Tort claim act.-reproduced bY
131
S
CHIVE
AR
TE
STA
FLORIDA
14
(1) Actions at law against the state or any of
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
G
DIN
BUIL
RAY
G
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R.
its agencies or subdivisions to recover damages in tort
FL 32399-0250 15
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for money damages against the state or its agencies or

, .,

17

subdivisions for injury or loss of property, personal

18

injury, or death caused by the negligent or wro:r:igful act

19

or omission of any employee of the agency or subdivision

20
21
2?.
23
2�

25

26
27
28

while acting within the scope of his office or employment
under circumstances in which the state or such agency or
subdivision, if ..a private person, would be liable to the
claimant in accordance with the general laws of this state,
may be prosecuted only as provided .in this section after
�anua�y 1, 1974.
(2)

As used in this act, "state agencies or

subdivisions" include the executive departments and independent
establishments of the state, counties, and corporations

\ p
rimarily acting as instrur.1entaliti�s or agencies of the
i
30 I state or of the respective counties. riunicipalities are

29

31

not included in this act.

1

1

(3)

The affect�d agency or subdivision may, at its

(4)

Subject to the provisions of this section,

2 !discretion, request the assistance of the department of
I
3 ,,!!insurance in the consideration, adjustment and settlement of
1:
4 any claim under this act.

i
s I
I
6 :a�y

political subdivision of the state of Florida shall
i
7 ::have the right of appealing any award, compromise, settlement
ll

S , or deterrr.ination to the court of appropriate jurisdiction.
9

(5)

Lach agency shall report �nnually to the

10 ; lt.:tJ is!ature all claims pa.id by it under this section

,,

1l ;:,, ri'::atinq. the nnme of each claimant, the amount claimed,
ij

12 :: th8 ,tr.\ollnt auard0d, and a brief description of the claim.
13

i,!

(G)

I•
1·

The state and its agencies and subdivisions

14 'ishall be liable for tort claims in the same manner and
I
I
15 :to
the same extent as a private individual under like
I

16

circumstances, but linbili t1• shall not include punitive

17

damages.

Neither the state nor its agencies or subdivisions

18 ,shall be liable to pay a claim or a judgment by any one
19
20

I
I
I

I

person which exceeds the sum of $100,000.00, any claim or
judgment, or portions thereof, which, when totalled with

21 ! all other clains or judgments pai<l by the state arising

22 I!iout of the samc·incident or occurrence exceeds the sum
1· "'"
23 :'. _, .. )500,000.00, provided, however, that any such judg;nent
.,

. :· or judg�nnts �ay be rendered and shall be reported to the

.:.•t

1i

;·

25 ii 1.esi�3li.l.tl:'!:e ht!t r1c1y be pr1it.! onl.y
!'
26 :: legislature.
I

(7)

bjl

_-:i_1tthec ·:I.Ct of t�1e

In actions brought pursuant to this section,

28 jprocess sh0ll be served upon the head of the agency con!
29 cerned and upon the department of insurance, and the

30 !departnent or the agency concerned shall have thirty {30)
31 .days '..!ithin which to plead thereto.
2

j:
(8)

1

2

No attorney may charge, demand, receive, or

collect, for services rendered, fees in excess of twenty

,I

3 ,,/' five percent (25\) of any judgment rendered pursunnt to
1'
subsection (�) of this section, made pursuant to this act.

1'

(9)

5

political subdivisions sha11· be held personally liable

6

7

No officer or e�ployee of the state or its

in tort for �ny injuries or da�ages suffered as a result

i'

:, of any act, event or oraission of such o�Eicer or employee
,;

;:

in the scope of his employment, unless cmch off.icer or

ii
10
11

ernployc0 acted in bad faith or with �alicious purpose or

II

i!f: in a n anner 0xhibiting wanton and wilful disregard of human

:1

1

12 h rights, safety or property.
(10) Any agency of the state or political sub
13 ll
'I
1
14 ! division is authorized to defend �ny actions in tort
brought against any of its officers or employees as a
15
result of any alleged negligence of its officers or
16
e,!ilployees arising out of and in the scope of th_eir
17
ewployment with the state or its political subdivisions.
18
(11) If the state or its agency or subdivision
19
is insured against liability for damages for any negligent
20
or wrongful act, omission or occurrence for 1t:hich action
21
MilY bn broucrht pursuant to this section, then the limitat'ions
22
of this act shall not apply to actions brought to recover
23
I damages therefor to the extent such policy of insurance
24 I'
1
\ .::,hall pro•,1ide cove:-:-age; to the G:x�;nt i:1�:;urancc .is pur5
2 I
chased by the state or any of its agencies or subdivisions,
26
I then sovereign immunity is waived to the full extent of
27 i
i · the insurance coverage.
28
I
(12) Laws allowing the state or its agencies or

ll

!

!.

29

I

subdi�isions to buy insurance are· still in force and
30 1;:
:· effect and are not restricted in any way by �he t��ills·cf
31
J

3
II
1:

/:·'

1
2

!

this act.

I
I

l

11
'II.

(13)

Every claim against the state or its agencies

..._, :: or subcivisions for dm;,.2.qcs for a neglic,r.mt or urongful c1ct

(

i;
:,

or omission pursv�nt to this s�ctlon shall be forever b�rrcd

5 1 unless action is begun within three (3) years after such
1
claim accrues.
G
Ii!1
(14) No action nay be brought un<ler this act if

il

l

the cl�in �rl�es out o: a riot, unlawful asseDbly, public

�'

9

1:

l,

<°:£ •i·:r:,:1:: t: t··(l t: io!�, :.1 ob v io l·:.•nc1.! or <:i t.r .i J. c�i.r·,ob1.:(1.ir�r.<.!c.

Xo t:h i.ii�

' in this act shall abridge traditional iE�unities of the
H,i
,:
1 ! leqisla.ture or irnr:mnities pertaining to statements m,1d.e
1J.
!:
p .
:i.n cour t .
;:
12
I

13

;i

l!,,
ii

1 4 l:
15

Section 2.

This act shall take effect Ju.nuary 1,

1974, c:1nd shall apply only to incidents occurring on or

(I after that date.
ii

il
16 i!
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l
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'
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FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
TALLAHASSEE

TALBOT "SANDY" D'ALEMBERTE
111:P'lll:•ENTATVII, 89TH Dl•TIUCT
IIOOM ao:1, CAP'ITOL
1 TAWHAHIES. l'LOIIIDA 32304

October 7, 1971

COMMITTEES,
JUDICIAIIY, CHAIIIMAN
AP'P'IIOP'IIIATION•
IIULIE■• CALIENDAII
l'INANCIE • TAXATION

WJXT

Broadcast House
Jacksonville, Florida 32207

.Gentlemen:
I have read your editorial urging full implemen
tation of a self-insurance program for all agencies
of the State of Florida.
In this past session of the Legislature, the
House of Representatives adopted a self-insurance
program for all state agencies. This program was
combined with abolition of the state's immunity from
civil suit. It meant that any person hurt through
the negligence of the state could have sued the
government agency responsible. ·The Senat� did not
consider the bill.
The simple thesis of this legislation is that
the state should be as responsible as any citizen for
injuries it causes. The doctrine that had protected
the state from suit was based on the archaic theory
that "the king could do no wrong", a theory that
should have been destroyed by the American Revolution.
In 1969, we authorized suits against the state
for a year. Local school boards objected vehemently,
complaining that they_could not purchase insurance or
that premi·.uns were exorbitant.
A check revealed that one school board could not
secure insurance because it did not have adequate fire
extinguishers and safety doors and because bleachers
on its football field were rotting. Lack of sound pur
chasing procedures resulted in excess premiums.

Page 2'
Since that trial period we have explored with
the Department of General Services and the Department
of Education, the development of a self-insurance
program. The result was last session's legislation
approved in the House.
We will meet on October 13 to refine a proposal
for next session. We expect to adopt a sound program
of self-insurance and make the state liable for its
negligence.
It is utterly obnoxious to me that our citizens
have been denied recourse against the state in a court
of law for harm to them not of their own doing. The
state, protected by adequate self-insurance, must be
fully responsible to the people for the injuries it
causes.
Sincerely,
Talbot "Sandy" D'Alemberte
. TDA:njd
-

FLORIDA LAW REVISION COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED TORT CLAIM ACT
Section 1:

Waiver of Immunity.

The State, for itself and its

political subdivisions and instrumentalities waives immunity for lia
bility for the torts of officers, employees, or servants committed in
the State.

The State, its political subdivisions and instrumentalities

shall be liable in the same manner as a private individual but no action
may be brought under this act if the claim:
(1)

Arises out of the performance or the failure to perform

a discretionary function;
(2)

Arises out of a riot, unlawful assembly, public demon

stration, mob violence, or civil disturbance;
(3)

Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false

arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights;

(4) Arises out of the issuance, denial, suspension or revoca
tion of, or by the failure to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke, a
permit, license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authori
zation; or

(5) Arises out of the collection or assessment of taxes.
Section 2:

Municipalities.

Section 3:

Punitive Damages.

This act does not apply to municipalities.

in an action brought under this act.

Punitive da•nages shall not be allowed

- 2 Section 4:

Venue.

Actions under this act shall be brought in the

county where the cause of action arose.
Section 5:

Jury.

Actions under this act shall be tried by the

court without a jury.
Section 6:

Statute Cumulative.

The rights and remedies under this

act are cumulative to all others.
Section

7: Effective Date. This act shall become effective on

July I, 1970, and shall not apply to acts or omissions occurring before
that date.

..
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A bill to bs entitled
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An act relating to claims against the state;

a�thorizing suits against the state or any

of its agenci E_c s o_r subdiv:i.sions for the

t ortious acts of their employees or agents;

authorizing settlement of such claims; pro

viding procedure for prosecuting claims;

Eeoting the Florida casualty insurance

retention trust fund; creating the m3dic�l

professional liibility insurance retention
trust fund; directing the department of

education to develop a plan o"f assumption of

risk by the district school boards and com:nunity

16

coll�ges; directing the department of

18

of risk b

17

19.
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27
28
29

30
31
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Be It Enacted by the Legislatux.·e of the State of .Florida:
Sectio� l.

Tor� clain nc�.--·

(1) . Actions at law against the state or any of

its agencies or subdivisions to recov�r damages in
tort for money damages against the state or its

agencies or subdivisions for inju·ry or:ios::; of pro

pe.:rt;U personal injury, or death caused by the negli
gent or wrongful �ct or omission of any employee of
l

J

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

the agc;1cy or o;ubdivi::.;ion \•,hi_lc acting \·li thin th e:-.
�;cope oi: hi�, office or crn[>loymcn.t u:-idcr circu:.:s t,rnc:cs
in which the state or such agency or subdivision, if
a private person, would be liable to �he claimant in
accordc1ncc with the general laws of this -? tat.8, may be ('
/ I'
f
,�
' d on.l y as provic
.,__ ·
. 1 ca1 1.n
•
prosecu.:e
·th·is sccc.ion,.,..._
�1_../:1--;,� ::::;� -7·, /.I /'t;;;
(2)

l,s used in thi�; act, "state agencies o:c

8

subdivisions" include the executive depo.rtments and

9

independent es tublishr;ien ts of the s tatc ,. coun tics , and

10

corporations primarily-acting as instrumentalities or

11

agencies of the state or of tbc respective cou'1ties.

12

13
14

15
16

any political subdivision of the state of Florida shall

17

have the right of appealing any award, compromise, settle

18

ment or determination to the court 0£ appropriate

19

jurisdiction.

20

(5)

21

annuallyJ� the legislature all claims paid by it under

22

this section stating the name of each claimant, the amount

24

the clo.im.

25

(6)

The state and ifs agencies and subdivisions

26

shall be liable for tort claims in the same manner and

27

to the same extent as a private individual under like

28

circurnstanc�s, but liability shall not include punitive

29

damages or interest for the period· prior to judgment.

30
31

2

1

Neither the state nor its agencic:-; o:?: subdivisions

2

shc:.11 be liublc to p2,.y any clo.im or judgm,;nt \lhich by

3

i u:clf cxcce:ds the sum of one :n_,ndrcd thousand doJ.lars

4

($100,000) or when taken in the aggregate with all
other claihs or judgr:.cnts arising out of the

.SC::r.lC

inc.i-

6

or occurrence exceed, in the aggregate, the sum of
dent
'

7

five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) - A judgment in

9
10

C'

excess of such amounts rnay be rendered but the excess
may be paid only by further act of the legislature.
{7)

An action shall not be in!;;tit'uted on a

�l

claim _·against the state or its agencies or subdivi

12

13

sions unless the clairaant presents in writing• the clairo
c,::...,....__d
to the department of insurance .o;c the appropriate agency

14

within one year after such claim accrues and the department

15

of insurance denies the claim in writing.
1..f ••,

,

• .,

i:::.;c, -;.,....�•! .::.fJ�.-a, C)-.�

The failure of

•.

16

•·
the department of insurance to make final disposition of a

17

claim within six (6) months after it is filed shall be

18

deemed a final denial of the claim. for purposes of this

19

section.

·20

to such claims as may be asserted by counterclaim pursuant

21

to section 768.14, Florida Statutes.

22

section shall not be instituted for any sum in excess of

23

the wnount of the claim presented to the department of

24

insurance and the agency or subdivision, except where the

26

not available at the time of presenting the ·claim to the

27

agency or subdivision, or upon allegations or proof of

28

intervening facts relating to the amount of the claim.

/\._

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply

29
30
31

3

Action under this

1

(8)

In actions brought pun.;uunt to this section,

2

process shv.11 be served upon the heud of the a<Jcncy con

4

cerned and upon the depnrtment of insurance, nnd U,c
�J/rn .;-� 'c.,.r� C...,�r,-1_.,
•
department shall have thirty (30) days within which to
{_..-t_

,'

I/

plead thereto.
G

(9)

No attorney may charge, demand, receive, of

7

collect, for services rendcrecl, fees in excess of

8

twenty-five percent (25¼) of any judgr:tent rendered

9

10
l,l

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

pursuant to sub�ection (6) of this section, mv.de pur
suant to this act.
(10)

poli tic2l sub di vir;.i.ons shall be held pcn;onally liclJle
in tort for any injuries or damas-cs suffered as a re
sult of any act, event or orniss.ion· of such officer or
employee in the scope of hi.s cmpioy;nent, unless such
officer or. employee acted in bad £aith or with r:::2.licious
purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and wilful
disregard of human rights, safety·or property.
�.ny agency of the sta�c or political sub

?. 0
21
22
23

24
26

No officer. or employee o�� the !:;tate or its

authorized to defend any actions in tort
brought against any of its officers or cm?loyees ;;1.s a
,.;·/

result of·· any alleged negligence of its officers or
employees arising out"of and in the �copa of their
{12)

If the state or it� agency_or subdivisi,

27

is insured against liabi"lity for damages for any :r:i·egli

28

gent or wrongful act, omission or occurrence for which

29

action·may be brought pursuant to this section then

30
31

1
2

the monetary limitations of subsection (G) of section 1
shall not apply to actions brought .to recover damages
therefor to the extent such po}.icy of insurc:mcc shall

•
,. ,_,,;.:,•
"'l
• �1._,,
L l �
_,,.,.,,,..,_.....o,.,......,.�;
-� ,:7c;;:J....,a.1, ✓ 'c · <:.'.:; et..--, rJ1
provide coverage. 1,<..,1
171--:,,,.,..J-.....,.,J) /1,;V�.!l!-c: -��,.__;.; �4 i(13) Every claim against the state or its agen•
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6

cies or subdivisions for dc.unc:�gcs £or a negligent or

7

wrongful act or omission pursuant to this section shall

8

be forever barred unless action is begun within three

9
10
1-1
12
.13

· (3) years after such ·claim accrues.
{14)

No action may be brought under this act
I i�b'2\ '?i,...::...L. � �VtP...-:.. -1. �.:-�,
if the claim·arises out o£ a riot, unlawful as0embly,
1
public demonstration, mob violence or civil disobedience.
Section 2.

This act �hall take effoct July 1, 1973,

14

except that subsection (11) of section 1 and section 2

15

shall become effective July 1, 1972.

16
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21
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30
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by the state as a prerequisite;

providing

for a judgment under this act to operate as

i

a complete bar to any action by the claim

13

ant against the tortfeasor;

14

exclusiveness of remedy;

15

tions;

16

768.23, 768.24, 768.25, 768.27, 768.27,

17

768.28, 768.29 and 768.30, Florida Statutes;

18

providing an effective date.

19
20
21

providing for

providing excep

creating sections 768.21, 768.22,

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Sections 768.21, 768.22, 768.23, 768.24,

768.25, 768.26, 768.27, 768.28, 768.29 and 768.30 are created

22 to read:
23

Section 768.21.

24

As used in this act, the term "state agency" includes the

25

Definitions.

executive departments, the military department, counties,

26 municipalities, independent establishments of the State, and

27 corporations primarily acting as instrumentalities or agencies

28 of the State but does not include any contractor with the state.
29
30
31

"employee of the government" includes officers or employees

1

of any state agency, members of the military forces of the

2

State, and persons acting on behalf of a state agency in an

3

official capacity, temporarily or permanently in the service

4

of the State, whether with or without compensation.

5

"Acting within the scope of his office or employment;, in

6

the case of a member of the military of the State, means acting

7

in line of duty.

8

Section 768.22.

Administrative adjustment of claims.--

9

The head of each state agency or his designee, in accord-

10

ance with regulations prescribed by the Attorney General, may

11

consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, compromise, and settle

12

any claim for money damages against the State for injury or

13

loss of property or personal injury or death caused by the

14

negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the

15

agency while acting within the scope of his office or employ-

16

ment, under circumstances where the State, if a private person,

17

would be liable to the claimant:

18

compromise, or settlement in excess of $25,000 shall be effec-

19

ted only with the prior written approval of the Attorney Gen-

20

eral or his designee.

21

Provided, That any award,

Subject to the provisions of this act relating to civil

22

actions on tort claims against the State, any such award, com-

23

promise, settlement, or determination shall be final and con-

24

elusive on all offices of the State, except when procured by

25

means of fraud.

26

Any award, compromise, or settlement made pursuant to this

27

section shall be paid by the head of the state agency concerned

28

out of any appropriations available to that agency.

29

of any award, compromise, or settlement in an amount in excess

30
31

2

Payment

1

of $2,500 made pursuant to this section or made by the Attorney

2 General in any amount pursuant to Section 768.27 of this act
3

may be paid out of appropriations or funds available for the

4

payment of such judgments and compromises.

5

The acceptance by the claimant of any such award, com-

6

promise, or settlement shall be final and conclusive on the

7

claimant, and shall consitute a complete release of any claim

8

against the State and against the employee of the State whose

9

act or omission gave rise to the claim, by reason of the same

10

subject matter.

11

Section 768.23

12

The head of each state

Reports to the Legislature.-agency shall report annually to

13

the legislature all claims paid by it under section 768.22 of

14

this act stating the name of each claimant, the amount claimed,

15

the amount awarded, and a brief description of the claim.

16

Section 768.24

Liability of the State of Florida.--

17

The State of Florida shall be liable, respecting the pro-

18

visions of this act relating to tort claims, in the same manner

19

and to the same extent as a private individual under like cir- 1

20

cumstances, but shall not be liable for interest prior to judg-

21

ment or for punitive damages.

22

Section 768.25

23

ite; evidence.

24

(a)

Disposition by state agency as prerequis-

An action shall not be instituted upon a claim a-

25

gainst the State for money damages for injury or loss of prop-

26

erty or personal injury or death caused by the negligent or

27

wrongful act or omission of any employee of the state while

28

acting within the scope of his office or employment, unless

29

the claimant shall have first presented the claim to the

30
31

3

1 to the appropriate state agency and his claim shall have been
2

finally denied by the agency in writing and sent by certified

3

or registered mail.

4

disposition of a claim within six months after it is filed

5

shall, at the option of the claimant any time thereafter, be

6

deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes of this sec-

7

tion.

8

such claims as may be asserted under the Florida Rules of Civil

9

Procefure by third party complaint, cross-claim, or counter-

10
11

The failure of an agency to make final

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to

claim.
(b)

Action under this section shall not be instituted for

12

any sum in excess of the amount of the claim presented to

13

the state agency, except where the increased amount is based

14

upon newly discovered evidence not reasonably discoverable at

15

the time of presenting the claim to the agency, or upon alle-

16

gation and proof of intervening facts, relating to the amount

17

of the claim.

18

(c)

Disposition of any claim by the Attorney General or

19

other head of a state agency shall not be competent evidence

20

of liability or amount of damages.

21

Section 768.26.

Judgment as bar.--

22

The judgment in an action under this act shall constitute

23

a complete bar to any action py the claimant, by reason of the

24

same subject matter, against the employee of the state whose

25

act or omission gave rise to the claim.

26

Section 768.27.

27

The Attorney General or his designee may arbitrate, com-

28
29
30
31

Compromise.--

promise, "or settle any claim cognizable under this act, after
the commencement of an action thereon.
4

1

Section 768.28.

Attorney fees;

penalty.--

2

No attorney shall charge, demand, receive, or collect for

3 services rendered, fees in excess of 25 per centum of any judg4

ment rendered under this act or any settlement made pursuant to

5

section 768.27 of this act.

6

Any attorney who charges, demands, receives, or collects

7

for services rendered in connection with such claim any amount

8

in excess of that allowed under this section shall be guilty of

9

a misdemeanor of the first degree, puhishable as provided in

10

i 775.082 or 775.083.

11

Section 768.29.

12

(a)

Exclusiveness of remedy.--

The authority of any state agency to sue and be sued

13

in its own name shall not be construed to authorize suits a-

14

gainst the agency on claims which are cognizable under this act,

15

and the remedies provided by this act in such cases shall be

16

exclusive.

17

(b)

The remedy against the state

_ provided by

this act for injury or loss of property or personal

18
19

injury or death, resulting from the operation by any employee

20

of the state of any motor vehicle while acting within the scope

21

of his office of employment, shall hereafter be exclusive of

22

any other civil action or proceeding by reason of the same

23

subject matter against the employee or his estate whose act or

24

omission gave rise to the claim.

25

{c)

The Attorney General shall defend any civil action

26

or proceeding brought in any court against any employee of the

27

state or his estate for any such damage or injury.

28

ployee against whom such civil action or proceeding is brought

29

shall deliver within such time after date of service or know-

30
31

The em-

l

ledge of service as determined by the Attorney General, all

2 process served upon him or an attested true copy thereof to his
3 immediate superior or to whomever was designated by the head of
4

his department to receive such papers and such person shall

5

promptly furnish copies of the pleaaings and process therein

6

to the state� attorney for the circuit

7

wherein the proceeding is brought, to the Attorney General, and

8

to the head of his employing state agency.

9

Section 768.30.

embracing the place

Exceptions.--

10

The provisions of this act shall not apply to--

11

(al

Any claim based upon an act or omission of an em-

12 ployee of the state

exercising due care

in the execution of

13 a statute or regulation, whether or not such statute or regu14

lation be valid, or based upon the exercise or performance or

15

the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or

16

duty on the part of a state agency or an employee of the state,

17

whether or not the discretion involved be abused.

18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

{bl

Any claim arising in respect of the assessment or

collection of any tax, or the detention of any goods or merchandise by any tax officer or any other law· enforcement officer.
(c)

Any claim for damages caused by the imposition or

establishment of a quarantine by the state.
(dl

Any claim arising out of assault, battery, false im-

prisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of
process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights.
(el

Any claim for damages caused by the fiscal opera-

tions of the Treasury;

1
2
3

(f)

Any claim arising out of the combatant activities

of the military forces, during time of war.
(g)

Any claim arising in a foreign country.

4
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6
7
8
9

10
11
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A bill to be entitled

4

An act relating to tort claims against the

5

state, counties, and municipalities;
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ing for liability QiP�JJcit ,_etase in certain
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14
15
16

17

provid-

n

If

cases;

providing definitions;

providing

for the administrative adjustment of claims;

providing for an administrative disposition
by the state as a prerequisite;

providing

for a judgment under this act to operate as
a complete bar to any action by the claim

providing for

ant against the tortfeasor;
exclusiveness of remedy;
tions;

providing excep-

creating sections 768.21, 768.22,

768.23, 768.24, 768.25, 768.�7), 768.27,
�'

768.28, 768. 2

a,.....i[7l1,. J l

768.30 ,1 Florida §tatutes;

7
providing an effective date.
ii-ftQ.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Sections 768.21, 768.22, 768.23, 768.24,

21 768.25, 768.26, 768.27, 768.28, 768.29 and 768.30 are created
22 to read: ___________
·
'
23
• 21. Definitions. - l{J) {)A,(!d <M.

·-

24

.

�atw;_�z
ew4M .

�

-

���������t�bum•������
IA(
nts, the military department counties,
25 executiv

26 municipalities, i

ependent establishment

27 corporations primarily

28 of the State, but does
29
30

31

LJ}"employee

of the State, and

umentalities or agencies

the State.

officers or employees

l
2

of any s

te agency, members of the military forces of the

State, and

3

4

5

6

1f/b

-v--

7
9

10
11

12

13

�-

acting on behalf of, a:""'state agency in an
✓

./

rarily0ermanently in the service

of the State, whether with or wi

(3) "Acting withi/4 scope of

the ca �ber of the
5in lin
Y�·---..:::-==-7

in

ry-of the State, means acting

Administrative adjustment of claims.-'1ftJUe(IVli�.{J_ e.J\1-tf.,.;

(l_;\,,�he head of each ��c e31 �y-br his designee, in accord-

ance with regulations prescribed by the Attorney General, may

consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, �ompromise, and settle

any claim for money damages against the state for injury or

loss of property or personal injury or death caused by the

15

negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the
('lfi i (y
t3rt>y while acting within the scope of his office or employ-

17

would be liable to the claiman�-' � �f/my award,

14

16

ment, under circumstances where the State, if a private person,

18

compromise, or settlement in excess of $�,000 shall be effec

19

t� only with the prior written approval of the Attorney Gen

21

(3.)subject to the provisions of this act relaEing to�

20

eral or his designee.

22

a:etsioBS o� torE elaim:!! agatrn;I U:r .&t-c,,1 any 9llie'h. award, com

23

promise, settlement, or determination-shall be final and con-

25

means of fraud.

24

26

27

28
29

30

31

clusive e ___l!!.Sz::f'q ass of the Stat.e-, except when procured by

Q) Any

award, compromise, or settlement made pursuant to this
.
.
c,r,,ue;w�cJ.. �
section·shall be paid by the head of the 1s-t;;a�e an�oncerned

out of any appropriations available to that fj-t-tf•[s. 4 (ayrnent

o:f a11:Y ,11• ::d::, eom��. Bl!' setel11 n_t jrj an are�At in excess
2

l

.5;0(;1)

of$� made pursuant to this section or made by the Attorney

2

General in any amount pursuant to Section 768.27 of this act
. '
3 sin//
� be pai· d out of appropriations
or funds avai. lable for the

4· payment of such judgments and compromises.
5

l4)The acceptance by the claimant of any Silieh award, com

6

promise, or settlement shall be final and conclusive on the

.

-tk

7 claimant, and shall consitute a complete release of� claim

or

8

against the State ..-El against the employee of the State whose

9

act or omission gave rise to the claim .. .13,y x: e..:s011 of i=Re---same

10

liWJ..je■t

I I cs:-.

11

Section 768.2& Reports to the Legislature.--

12

The head of each state

13

agency shall report annually_to
the legislature all claims paid by it under section ·768�.. d

14

,t-lNi•

15

the amount awarded, and a brief description of the claim.

ct stating the name of each claimant, the amount claimed,

16
17
18
19
20

judg-

21(__IDJ��§t:mm:Iili���-

22

Section

Disposition by state agency as prerequis-

25

ite; evidence.
fNA..ll
l ,\. /4'1,tl
o action �
.t,t)
� be instituted wpu s 1 t aKh({t!.f' --v(t's O(_c{-.
gainst the StatE... @w,84.J.cy damages foi i11jar1 or loss of prop-

26

erty or pez sonal inj at y or aea th e·auseo by tbe nAg.J...igent-or

27

wrongful act or omission of any-emp±eyee-ef-t-he-s-t:-a'&e-While.

28

aeting:::wJ_th!ii U!P bOope cf lie effi co or empl£>)'ffie� un_less

29

the claimant saMrl� first present� the claim to the

23
24

30
31

3

1 . _to -1::.he· art

J:lri.�

2 finally denied by � �y in writing and sent by certified
3

4

5

6

or registered mail.

t

� j/MJi,'l,J��

The failure of ��4eROY to make final

disposition of a claim within six months after it is filed

shall, at the option of the claimant any time thereafter, be

deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes of this sec-

7 tion.

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to

a stWJh claims cM"em.ay;»e asserted under the Florida Rules of Civil

9

10

11

12

13

Procedure by third party complaint, cross-claim, or counterclaim.

zJ.
�
1t�,
Action under� sectionAshall not be instituted for

�1 fl

any sum in excess of the amount of the claim presented to
1
11')17c1er1llll&ftq/ cJ/1'1 }(
the�
y, except where the increased amount ·is based

15

upon newly discovered evidence not reasonably discoverable at
orlq,r11;,l\,1
the time of�presenting the claim._��, or upon alle-

17

of the claim.

14

16

18
19

20

21

22

23
24
25

26

27

28
29

30

:n

gation and proof of· intervening facts, relating to the amount
)

(�)

1/.cfi'DT\

on

Bt,;p:sk�i'-l1 ei,. any claim by the Attorney General or
t(�fl!Ateit'k( e.M:fy
-/1J �
agu:m; shall not-be competent evidence
�r head of a

of liability or amount of damages.
Section 768.1i.

Judgment as bar.--

The judgment in an action under this act shall constitute

a complete bar to any action py the claimant, by reason of the

same subject matter, against the employee of the state whose
act or omission gave rise to the claim.
Section 768. 2f:

Compromise;--

The Attorney General or his designee may arbitrate, com

promise, ·or settle any claim cognizable under this act, after
the commencement of an action thereon.
4

1

2

Section 768.2<j. Attorpey fees% penalty.-
, �, rM,_/?
� �-0 /µA·� lK � "'<J.-fA
No attorney shall charge, demand, receive, or collect for

services rendered, ��..,a.p.-z..�¢� per centum of any judgbf
.
4 ment rendefed under this act or�any settlement made pursuant to
71,t.:ui �tfl �i. Z..?
5 sectiol}.S � lid of this ac� ;vu, fr
3

6

7
8

9
10

11

12

C-Any attorney who charges, demands, receives, or collects

for services rendered in connection with� claim any amount
<:-

iR "'s.X..,';. (1:rpo,f' that allowed under this section shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor of the first degree, puhishable as provided in
§ 775.082 or 775.083.
Section 768.M.
�

Exclusiveness of remedy.--

The authority of any state agency to sue and be sued

13

in its own name shall not be construed to authorize suits a

15

and the remedies provided by this act� shall be

14

gainst the agency on claims which are cognizable under this act,

17

exclusive.
z.
(�) The remedy against the state

19

injury or death, resulting from the operation by any employee

21

of his office of employment, shall hereafter be exclusive of

16

18

20

provided by

this act for injury or loss of property or personal

of the state of any motor vehicle while acting within the scope

22

any other civil action or proceeding by reason of ·the same

24

omission gave rise to the claim.

23
25

26

27
28

29

30

31

subject matter against the employee or his estate whose act or
(�)

The Attorney General shall defend any civil action

or proceeding b!:'o���t ffl-Mlij � against any employee of the
'-,c))cr-eJ' h y 'lhis Q.::t,
state or his estate for any� damage or injuryA The em-

ployee against whom� civil action or proceeding is brought
ffb':'f"flt(
shallAde liver w±Llria sttof:i. tJ.lllQ aft0r date of serviee o;:_:jmQ�

2

J:edge o:f se.c. ice as J.eeermined e::z the Atte;i;m;iy GeR.ra;g:a.±,, all
�if
process served upon him or an attested true copy t.Qoreef to his

4

711.e J�4,ur
1.112 cw: shall
his department to receive � pap:rs,� :,1-7

l

3 immediate superior or to whomever was designated by the head of
5
6

-a�

promptly furnish copies of the pleadings and process 1:1 21 cin
to the states attorney for the circuit

,:f:/,_/JtfS-illg

fhe plav-a.

7 \Wh...,ein the proceeding is brought, to the Attorney General, and
'70Ue.Nl/l'IU(fu.(

8 to the head of his employing ltl I :
Section 768.3b.

9

e�Ji �'I

.. gs::c}.

Exceptions.--

10

The provisions of this act shall not apply to--

11

(k)

12
13
14

Any claim based upon an act or omission of an em-

ployee of the state

exercising due care

in the execution of

a statute or regulation, whether or not such statute or regu-

lation be valid, 0:c basml upoadbe exe-reise or performanG:eor

15 -the failt1re to mcereisc or peKorn-.a....disGretionary_funetion ..or

16 . dyty or t:he part. of a stat.e agenc.,i=or-an empl-0yee--e-f-1ah-e-�·t-a--t--e.,

17

18

whetncr-ornot----tl1e di-scretioli inVOl'v'CG · 1)
· 9 abused-.
(�)

Any claim arising in respect of the assessment or

19

collection of any tax, or the detention of any goods or mer-

21

ficer.

20

22
23
24
25
26

27

28
29

chandise by any tax officer or any other law enforcement of(J)

Any claim for damages'caused by the imposition or

establishment of a quarantine by the state.

C(&)

Any claim arising out of assault, battery, false im

prisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of

process, libel, slander, m�srepresentation, deceit, or inter
ference with contract rights.

cfi

Any claim for damages caused by the fiscal opera-

tions of the Treasury;

30
31

6

1
2

3

(l)

Any claim arising out of the combatant activities

of the military forces, during time of war.
(; )

Any claim arising in a foreign country.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

7

l

l

2
3

A bill to be entitled

4

An act relating to tort claims against the

5

state, counties, and municipalities; provid

6

ing for liability for acts of negligence in

Series�;._-+- Carton

7

certain·cases; providing definitions; providing

8

for the administrative adjustment of claims;

9

providing for an administrative disposition by

10

the state as a prerequisite; providing for a

11

judgment under this act to o�erate as a com

12

plete bar to any action by the claimant against

l3
14
15

20

5 ments of the state and corporations primarily acting as instru6 mentalities or agencies of the state; but does not include any
7 independent contractor with the state.
8

(2) "Employee" means any officer or employee of the

9 state, including all elected officials, any me.�ber of the mili10 tary forces of the state, any person acting on behalf of a state
11 agency in an official capacity, or any person temporarily or
12 permanently in the service of the state with or without com14

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
section 1.

21

4 counties; municipalities; school boards; independent establish-

re.�edy; providing exceptions; crea�ing sections

Florida Statutes; providing an offective date.

18

� partments, administrative agencies and the military department;

13 pensation •.

768.27, 768.28, 768.29, 768.30 and 768.31,

17

J..1__

•2 cial branches of state government, including all executive ce

the tortfeasor; providing for exclusiveness of
768.21, 768.22, 768.23, 768.24, 768.25, 768.26,

16

19

repro uced by
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(1) "State" means the legislative, executive and judi-

Sections 768.21, 768.22, 768.23, 768.24,

(3) "Acting within the scol?e of h.i,s office of employ::ient"

15 means performing any·function, whether discretionary, ministeri16 al or otherwise, reasonably related to employment by the state
17 or acting in the line of duty.
18

(4) "Govern.�ental Entity" means any agency or branch

19 of state government existing as a seperate budget entity, any
20

political subdivision or in the case of any governmental body

21 not having a budget, the attorney general.

22 768.25, 768.26, 768.27, 768.28, 768.29, 768.30 and 768.31 ·

22

23

Section 768.23.

23

Cl) Except as provided in this section and in section

are created to read:
Section 768.21.

25

shall be known and may be cited as the "Florida Tort Clams

26 Act".
27

Short Title.- Sections 768.21-768,31

Section 768.22.

Definitions.- As used in this act,·

28 the following terms have the following meanings unless the con29

text requires a different interpretation:

24
25
26

Liability of the State.-

768.31 the state shall be liable for any negligen� act or omission committed by any employee while acting within the scope of
his office or employmen� in the same manner and to the sw�e

27 extent as a private individual under like circumstances.

28

(2) �othing in this section shall be construed to create

29 any liability for interest prior·to judgment, for punitive

30

30

31

31

2

1 d��ages or for pain and suffering.
In an action under this section· for wr?ngful death,

3 no damages may be awarded in excess of ten thousand dollars
4
5

($10,000) except for reasonable medical expenses.
Section 768:24.

Disposition by state agency as prerequi

6 site; evidence.-7

(1) No action may be instituted against the State unless

8 the claimant first presents the claim to the governmental en9 tity whose e.�ployee com.�itted the negligent act or omission and

10 his claim has been finally denied by it in writing,
11

-The failure of a governmental

12 entity to make final disposition of a claim within six months

1 3 after it is filed may , at:_ the option of the claimant any time
14

'3 and settle an� claim for money damages against the State for
4 injury or loss of property or personal injury or death caused by
5 the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the
6 governmental entity while acting within the scope of his office
7 or employment, under circumstances where the State, if a pri8 vate person, would be liable to the claimant.
9

promise, or settlement in excess of five thousand dollars

11 of the Attorney General or his designee.
(2) Subject to the provisions of this act, any award,

12

13 compromise, settlement, or determination shall be final and

apply to claims asserted under the Florida· Rules of Civil Pro-

16

(2) An action under section 768.23 shall not be inst.i

Any award, com-

10 ($5,000) shall be effective only with the prior written approval

14

17 cedure by third party complaint, cross-claim, or counter-claim.

18

2 eral; may consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, compromise,

thereafter, be deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes

15 of this section. The provisions of this subsection shall not
16

1 in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Attorney Gen-

conclusive, except when procured by mean� of frau�.
:
(3) Any award, compromise, or settlement made pursuant
15
to this section shall be paid by the head of the governmental

17 entity concerned out of any appropriations available to that
18 entity.

Any payment in excess of five thousand dollars($5,000)

19

made pursuant to this section or made by the Attorney General

20 sented to the governmental entity, except where the increased

20

in any amount pursuant to Section 768.27 of this act shall be

21 amount is based upon newly discovered evidence not reasonably

21

paid out of appropriations or funds available for the payment

22 discoverable at the time of originally presenting the cla.im, or

22

of such judgments and compromises.

23 upon allegation and proof of intervening facts, relating to the

23

24

24

promise, or settlement shall be final and conclusive on the

25

claimant, and shall constitute a complete release of the claim

26

against the State or against the employee of the State whose

19 tuted for any sum in excess of the amount of the claim pre

25
26

amount of the claim.
(3) Action on any claim by the Attorney General or the
head of a governmental entity shall not be COffipetent evidence of

27 liability or amount of damages.
28

29
30

Section 768.25.

Administrative adjustment of claims.-

(l) The head of each governmental entity or his designee,

(4) The acceptance by the claimant of any award, com

27 act or omission gave rise to the claim.
28

Section 768.26.

29

The head of each state agency shall report annually to

Reports to the Legislature.--

· 30
31

31

3

4

1 the legislature all claims paid by it
2 stating the name of each claimant, the amount claimed, the
3 amount awarded, and a brief description of the claim.
4

Section 768.27. Compromise.--

5

The Attorney General or his designee may arbitrate, com-

l resulting from the operation by any employee of the state of
2 any motor vehicle while acting within the scope of his office
3 of employment, shall hereafter be exclusive of any other civil
4 action or proceeding by reason of the same subject matter a5 gainst the employee qr his estate whose act or omission gave

6 promise, or settle any clai.� cognizable under this act, after

6 rise to the claim.

7 the co.'l\!llencement of an action thereon.

7

Judgment as bar.--

8

Section 768.28.

9

The judgment in an action under this act shall consti-

10 tute a complete bar to any action by the claimant, by reason of
11 the same subject matter, against the employee of the state
12 whose act or omission gave rise to the claim.
13

Section 768.29.

14

Reasonable attorney's fees ma� be awarded by the court,

Attorney fees; penalty.--

15 and no attorney shall charge, demand, receive, or collect for

16 services rendered, any per centum of any judgment rendered un17 der this act or of any settlement made pursuant to sections
18 768.25 or 7 68.27 of -chis act. Any attorney who charges, de.:19 mands, receives, or collects for services rendered in connection
20 with a claim any amount except that allowed under this section
21 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable
22 as provided in § 775.082 or 775.083.

23

Section 768.30.

24

(1) The authority of any.state agency to sue and be sued

Exclusiveness of rcrnedy.--

(3) The Attorney General shall defend any civil action

8 or proceeding against any employee of the state or his estate
9 for any damage or injury covered by this act.

The employee a-

10 gainst whom the civil action or proceeding is brought shall
11 promptly deliver all process served upon him or an attested
12 true copy of it to his immediate superior or to whomever was
13 designated by the head of his department to receive these
14 papers. The superior shall promp�ly furnish copi�s of the
15 pleadings and process to the state's attorney for the circuit
16 where the proceeding is brought, to the Attorney General, and
17 to the head of his employing governmental entity.
18

Section 768.31. Exceptions.--

19

The provisions of this act shall not apply to--

20

(l) Any claim based upon an act or omission of an em-

21 ployee of the state exercising due care in the execution of

22 a statute or regulation, whether or not such statute or regu23

lation be valid.
(2) Any claim arising in respect of the assessment or

24

25

collection of any tax, or

26 g.'.linst the agency �n clai.�s which are cognizable under this

26

chandise by any tax officer or any other law enforcement of-

28

28

25

in its own name shall not be construed to authorize suits a-

27 act, and the remedies provided by this.act shall be exclusive.

27 ficer.

29

29

30
31

(2) The remedy against the state provided by this act

for injury.or �<iss of property or personal injury or death,

30
31

the detention of any goods or mer-

(3) Any claim for da.�ages caused by the imposition or
establishment.of a. quarantine by the state.

1

(4) Any claim arising out of assault, battery, false
2 L�prisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of
3 process�;el�--���nd;;:--�i�representation, -deceit, - o�-���e;-

____..
------- --

4 ference with contra�_rights.- ·-- --- 5 -

6
7

(5) Any claim for damages caused by the fiscal opera�

tions of the Treasury;

(6) Any claim arising out of the combatant activities

's of the military forces, during time of war.•
9
(7) Any claim arising in a foreign country.
10
Section 2. This act shall take effect on July l, 1973.
11
12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23
24

25

26

27
28
30
31

7

CS
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(Regular Session 1973)
By Committee on

Judiciary and Representative Tucker and others

2

A bill to be entitled

3
4

An act relating to claims against the state;

5

authorizing suits against the state or any of

6

its agencies or subdivisions for the tortious

7

acts of their employees; providing a defini

8

tion: providing for assistance; providing for

9

appeals; providing for maximum claims; pro

10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

viding for notice; providing for service;
providing a maximum on attorney fees; pro
viding that officers and employees shall not
be personally liable; providing the limita
tions of this act shall not apply when the
entity has insurance; providing that the

repr
FLORIDA S
DEPARTM
R. A. GR
Tallahassee,
Series

I�

state or its agencies or subdivisions may
purchase insurance if allowed by law; pro
viding that claims must be filed within
three years; providing that no action may
be brought under certain circumstances; pro
viding an effective date.

22
23
24

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida�

25

Section 1.

26

(1)

27
28
29
30
31

Tort claim act.--

Actions at law against the state or any of its

agencies or subdiv�sions to recover damages in tor� for money

damages against the state or its agencies or subdivisions for
injury or loss of property, personal injury, or death caused
1

COOING: Words in 9tnlelt �•119h type are deleU,;,ns from existing law; words underlined are additions,

duced by
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L 32399-02S0
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r

1 by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee
2 of the agency or subdivision while acting within the scope
3 of his office or employment under circumstances in which the

4 state or such agency or subdivision, if a private person,

5

ould be liable to the claimant in accordance with the general

6 laws of this state, may be prosecuted only as provided in
7 this act.
8

(2)

As used in this act, "state agencies or sub-

9 divisions" include the executive departments, and independent
10 establishments of the state, counties and municipalities, and
11 corporations

primarily acting as instrumentalities or agencies

12 of the state, counties or municipalities.
13

(3)

Except for a municipality, the affected agency

1 4 or subdivision may, at its dis�retion, request the assistance

15 of the department of insurance in the consideration, adjustment
16 and settlement of any claim under this act.

17

(4)

Subject to the provisions of this section, any

18 state agency or subdivision of the state of Florida shall have

19 the right of appealing any award, compromise, settlement or
20 determination to the court of appropriate jurisdiction.
21

(5)

The state and its agencies and subdivisions

22 shall be liable for tort claims in the same manner and to the
23 same extent as a private individual under like circumstances,
24 but liability shall not include punitive damages or interest
25 for the period prior to judgment.

Neither the state nor its

26 agencies or subdivisions shall be liable to pay a claim or a
27 judgment by any one person which exceeds the sum of $100,000.00,

28 any claim or judgment, or portions thereof, which, when totaled
29 ith all other claims or judgments paid by the state arising
30

31

2

1 rut of the same inc�dent or occurrence exceeds the sum of

2 '$500,000.00, provided, however, that any such judgment or
3
4
5

judgments may be rendered and shall be reported to the legis-

lature but may be paid only by further act of the legislature.
(6)

An action shall not be instituted on a claim

6 against the state or its agencies or subdivisions unless the

7 claimant presents in writing the claim to the appropriate

8 agency, and also, except as to any claim against a municipality,

9 presents such claim in writing to the department of insurance,

10 within three years after such claim accrues and the department

11 of insurance or appropriate agency denies the claim in writing.
12 The failure of the department of insurance or the appropriate

13 agency to make final disposition of a claim within six (6)

14 months after it is filed shall be deemed a final denial of the
15 claim for purposes of this section.

The provisions of this

16 subsection shall not apply to such claims as may be asserted by
17 counterclaim pursuant to S76 8.14, Florida Statutes.

18

(7)

In actions brought pursuant to this section,

19 process shall be served upon the head of the agency concerned

20 and also, except as to a defendant municip�lity, upon the

21 department of insurance, and the department or the agency con-

22 cerned shall have thirty (30) days within which to plead there23 to.
24

(8)

No attorney may charge, demand, receive, or

25 collect, for services rendered, fees in excess of twenty-five
26

(25) percent of any judgment rendered pursu�t to subsection

27 (4) of this section, made pursuant to this act.

28

(9)

No officer or employee of the state or its

29 subdivisions shall be held personally liable in tort for any
30
31

3

1 injuries or damages suffered as a result of any act, event
2 or omission of s�ch officer or employee in the scope of

3 his employment, unless such officer or employee acted in bad

4 faith or with malicious purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton

5 and willful disregard of human rights, safety or property.
( 10)

6

If the state or its agency or subdivision is

7 insured against liability for damages for any negligent or

8 wrongful act, omission or occurrence for which action may be
9 brought pursuant to this section, then the limitations of

10 this act shall not apply to actions brought to recover

11 damages therefor to the extent such policy of insurance shall
12 provide coverage.
(11)

13

Laws allowing the state or its agencies or

14 subdivisions to buy insurance are still in force and effect

15 and are not restricted in any way by the terms of this act.
(12)

16

Every claim a�ainst the state or its a gencies

17 or subdivisions for damages for a negligent or wrongful act

18

r omission pursuant to this section shall be forever barred

19 unless action is begun within three (3) years after such claim

20 accrues.
21

(13) No action may be brought against the state or any
I
22 bf its agencies or subdivisions if the claim arises out of a
23 kiot, unlawful assembly, public demonstration, mob violence or

24 ivil disobedience. Nothing in this act shall abridge tradif
25 ional immunities pertaining to statements made in court.

26

27

28

29

30
31

(14)

Any law of this state that is inconsistent with

y part of this act is repealed to the extent of its in-

onsistency.

4

Section 2.

This act shall take effect �uly 1, 1974,

2 and shall apply only to incidents occurring on or after that
3 date.

s

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
·HB: HB 315 and 376
SUBJECT:
1.

•

STAFF SUMMARY

SPONSOR:

Claims against the state

R ep.Tucker &
Martinez (31
Rep.Johnson, ...
.. (376) • ...

WHAT PROBLEM EXISTS WHICH NECESSITATES THIS BILL?
At present the state, including counties, are immune from tort
liability. Municipalities do not have this immunity. All claims
against the state must be recovered through the claims bill
process.

WHAT ARE THE PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF THIS BILL?
Under the provisions of both bills, sovereign immunity would be waived
as far as the state, counties, etc., are concerned. The status of muni
cipalities would remain the same. The main difference in the bills is that
HB.315 provides that the Department of Education and·Department of Insurance
shall develop plans for a reserve fund to cover the general liability and
physical plant damage. The provision in §4 is already in the law - §284.30.42, 1972 Supp.
HB 376 establishes the Florida casualty insurance
retention trust fund. This type of fund exists now for the state but
does not cover counties or other entities. HB 376 also creates a medical
professional liability insurance retention trust fund.
2.

3.

J

DOES THIS BILL ACCOMPLISH THE DESIRED RESULT?

The both waive sovereign immunity but handle the insurance question
in differing manners.

4.

IS THIS BILL TEHNICALLY CORRECT IN FORM AND SUBSTANCE?
HB 315 - yes.
HB 376 - page 8, line 27, should probably be 1974.
page 8, line 21, should probably be 1973.

SB 450

-Regular 1973-

By Senator(s) McClain
1
reproduced by
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2
3

A bill to be entitled

4

An act relating to tort liability;

5

creating §768.152, Florida Statutes,

6

providing for the waiver of sovereign'

7

immunity for the state and its

8

counties, agencies, and instrumentali

9

ties; providing exemptions in certain

10

exceptional circumstances; specifying

11

venue; providing limitations on

12

liability; providing an effective

13

date

14
15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of

16

Florida:

17
18
19

Section 1.

Section 768.152, Florida

Statutes, is created to read:

20

768.152

21

(!)

Waiver of immunity.--

The state, for itself and its counties,

22

agencies, and instrumentalities waives immunity for

23

liability for the torts of officers, employees, or

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

servants committed in the state.

The state, its

counties, agencies, and instrumentalities_ shall be
liable in the same manner as a private individual
but no action may be brought under this act if the
claim:
(a)

Arises out of the performance or the
1

CODING: Words in M-n:,el, H'lt&tl'J" type are
deletions from existrng law·• words
und c rl 1ne d are add1t1ons.

2-72

27-41 -73

1

failure to perform a discretionary function;
(b)

2

Arises out of a riot, unlawful assembly,

3

public demonstration, mob violence, or civil dis

4

turbance;
(c)

5

Arises out of the issuance, denial,

6

suspension or revocation of, or by the failure to

7

issue, deny, suspend, or revoke, a permit, license,

8

certificate, approval, order, or similar authoriza

9

tion; or

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

(d)

Arises out of the collection or assess

ment of taxes.
(2)

Actions under this act shall be brought

in the county where the cause of action arose.
(3) (a)

The limits of liability for the

state, its counties, agencies, and instrumentalities
for one accident or occurrence shall not exceed
twenty-five thousand dollars for damages to property

18

and one hundred thousand dollars for damages arising

19

out of bodily injury sustained by one person and a

20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

28
29
30
31

total of three hundred thousand dollars for all
damages for each accident or occurrence.
(b)

Punitive damages shall not be allowed

in any action brought under this section.
(c)

If the state, its counties, agencies or

instrumentalities secure insurance to cov�r liability
for damages in excess of the amounts prescribed
herein, liability shall extend to the limits of the
applicable insurance.
(d)

A final judgment may be entered in
2

',, 27-41-73

2-72

l

excess of the limits of liability imposed by this

2

subsection.

3

be presented as a claim to the legislature.

4
5

6
7

8

(4)

The excess portion of such judgment may
The rights and remedies under this act

are cumulative to all others.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect

October 1, 1973 and shall not apply to acts or omis
sions occurring before that date.

LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY

Authorizes tort actions against the state, counties, agencies
and instrumentalities for the torts of officers, employees, or
servants to the same extent as private persons, except puni
tive damages shall not be allowed. No action may be brought
if the claim arises out of the performance or failure to per
form a discretionary function, civil disorder, issuance or re
vocation of a license or permit, collection or assessment of
taxes. Liability shall be limited to $25,000 property damage
and $100,000 personal injury damages for any one claim, and a
total of $300,000 for all damages for each accident or occur
ence. If the state or its agencies have insurance to cover
liability in excess of the amounts prescribed, liability shall
extend to the limits of the applicable insurance. A final
judgment may be entered in excess of the limits of liability,
and such excess portion may be presented as a claim to the
legislature. To become effective October 1, 1973 and shall
not apply to act occurring prior to that date.

3

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 73-313

CHAPTER 73-313
Committee Substitute for House Bills Nos. 315, 376
AN ACT relating to claims against the state; authorizing suits against
the state or any of its agencies or political subdivisions for the tortious
acts of their employees; providing a definition; providing for assistance;
providing for appeals; providing for maximum claims; providing for
notice; providing for service; providing a maximum on attorney fees;
p roviding that officers and employees shall not be personally liable;
providing the limitations of this act shall not apply when the entity has
insurance; providing that the state or its agencies or subdivisions may
purchase insurance if allowed by law; providing that claims must be
filed within a certain period; providing that no action may be brought
under certain circumstances; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. Tort claim act.( l) In accordance with section 13, Article, X, Florida Constitution, the
state, for itself and for its agencies or subdivisions, hereby waives sov
ereign immunity for liability for torts, but only to the extent specified in
this act. Actions at law against the state or any of its agencies or subdi
visions to recover damages in tort for money damages against the state
or its agencies or subdivisions for injury or loss of property, personal in
jury, or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any
employee of the agency or subdivision while acting within the scope of bis
office or employment under circumstances in which the state or such
agency or subdivision, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant
in accordance with the general laws of this state, may be prosecuted
subject to the limitations specified in this act.
(2) As used in this act, "state agencies or subdivisions" include the
executive departments, the legislature, the judicial branch, and independent
establishments of the state, counties and municipalities, and corporations
primarily acting as instrumentalities or agencies of the state, counties or
municipalities.
(3) Except for a municipality, the affected agency or subdivision may,
at its discretion, request the assistance of the department of insurance in
the consideration, adjustment and settlement of any claim under this act.
(4) Subject to the provisions of this section, any state agency or subdi
vision of the state of Florida shall have the right of appealing any award,
compromise, settlement or determination to the court of appropriate juris
diction.
(5) The state and its agencies and subdivisions shall be liable for
tort claims in the same manner and to the same extent as a private indi
vidual under like circumstances, but liability shall not include punitive
damages or interest for the period prior to judgment. Neither the state
nor its agencies or subdivisions shall be liable to pay a claim or a judgment
by any one person which exceeds the sum of $50,000.00, or any claim or
judgement, or portions thereof, which, when totaled with all other claims

711
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or judgments paid by the state arising out of the same incident or oc
currence exceeds the sum of $100,000.00, provided, however, that a judg
ment or judgments may be claimed and rendered in excess of these amounts,
and may be settled and paid pursuant to this act up to $60,000.00 or $100,000.00, as the case may be, and that portion of the judgment that exceeds
these amounts may be reported to the legislature but may be paid in part
or in whole only by further act of· the legislature.
(6) An action shall not be instituted on a claim against the state or
its agencies or subdivisions unless the claimant presents in writing the
claim to the appropriate agency, and also, except as to any claim against
a municipality, presents such claim in writing to the department of in
surance, within three years after such claim accrues and the department of
insurance or appropriate agency denies the claim in writing. The failure
of the department of insurance or the appropriate agency to make final
disposition of a claim within six (6) months after it is filed shall be
deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes of this section. The pro
visions of this subsection shall not apply to such claims as may be asserted
by counterclaim pursuant to section 768.14, Florida Statutes.
(7) In actions brought pursuant to this section, process shall be served
upon the head of the agency concerned and also, except as to a defendant
municipality, upon the department of insurance, and the department or the
agency concerned shall have thirty (30) days within which to plead thereto.
(8) No attorney may charge, demand, receive, or collect, for services
rendered, fees in excess of twenty-five (26) percent of any judgment and/or
settlement.
(9) No officer or employee of the state or its subdivisions shall be
held personally liable in tort for any injuries or damages suffered as a
result of any act, event or omission of such officer or employee in the
scope of his employment, unless such officer or employee acted in bad
faith or with malicious purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and will
ful disregard of human rights, safety or property.
(10) If the state or its agency or subdivision is insured against lia
bility for damages for any negligent or wrongful act, omission or occur
rence for which action may be brought pursuant to this section, then the
limitations of this act shall not apply to actions brought to recover dam
ages therefor to the extent such policy of insurance shall provide coverage.
Agencies or political subdivisions presenting homogenous risks may join
together to purchase insurance protection or to provide other means of
meeting obligations for damages as provided by this act.
(11) Laws allowing the state or its agencies or subdivisions to buy in
surance are still in force and effect and are not restricted in any way
by the terms of this act.
(12) Every claim against the state or its agencies or subdivisions for
damages for a negligent or wrongful act or omission pursuant to this sec
tion shall be forever barred unless the civil action is commenced by filing a
complaint in the court of appropriate jurisdiction within four years after
such claim accrues.
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· (18) No action may be brought against the state or any of its agencies
or subdivisions by anyone who unlawfully participates in a riot, unlawful
assembly, public demonstration, mob violence or civil disobedience, if the
claim arises out of such riot, unlawful assembly, public demonstration, mob
violence or civil disobedience. Nothing in this act shall abridge traditional
immunities pertaining to statements made in court.
(14) Any law of this state that is inconsistent with any part of this
act is repealed to the extent of its inconsistency.
Section 2. (1) Any person who sustains personal injury, damage to
or loss of property as a result of the negligence, wrongful act or omission
of any state agency or county or employee of either when the employee
is acting within the scope of his office or employment, under circum
stances in which a private individual would be liable to a private person
or persons, may file a claim for recovery for an amount not in excess of one
thousand dollars ($1,000) as provided in this act. Any claim for an amount
not in excess· of one thousand dollars ($1,000) may be submitted only to
the affected state agency or board of county commissioners and shall not
be submitted to the legislature.
(2) As used in subsection (1) of this act, "agency" means the execu
tive departments of state government.
(8) Subject to the provisions of this act, any denial, award, compromise,
settlement, or determination made pursuant to this act shall be final and
conclusive on the claimant and upon the state or county and all officers of
the state or county, except when procured by means of fraud, and shall
constitute a complete release of any claim against the state or county.
(4) Claims must be filed with the agency or county which the claim is
against by the claimant, his agent or attorney. A duplicate of a claim
against an agency shall be furnished to the department of administration.
All claims :filed shall set forth accurately and completely the facts and
circumstances giving rise to the claim, describe the injury or damage and
the time and place of its occurence, cite the names and addresses of par
ticipants and witnesses, if known, and state the nature and amount of dam
ages sought. All claims under this act must be filed within four (4) years
from the time that the incident occurred, or the claim shall be forever
barred. The department of administration shall establish minimum pro
cedures and rules applicable to state agencies which shall guarantee due
process to all parties to a claim filed under this act.
(5) The claim shall be considered by the affected agency and the head
of said agency shall determine if there is reasonable justification for the
claim. The affected agency may seek the advise of the attorney general.
The affected agency shall make a decision on the claim within sixty (60)
days after the claim has been filed. Accepted claims shall be paid from
the budget of the affected agency. If the claim is rejected, the affected
agency shall notify the claimant. A rejection by the affected agency shall
be deemed final denial of the claim for the purposes of this act.
(6) The affected agency shall report to the department of administra
tion all claims paid or denied under this act, stating the name of each
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claimant, the amount claimed, the amount awarded and a brief description
of the claim. The department of administration shall report this informa
tion to the legislature annually.
Section 3. Claims against a county.-All boards of county commission
ers shall approve or disapprove and cause to be paid, if approved, claims
against the county not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000). A rejection
by the county shall be deemed a final denial of the claim for the purposes
of this act. Rules and procedures for responding to claims may be made
by each board of county commissioners pursuant to §126.018, Florida Stat
utes.
Section 4. This act shall take effect January 1, 1976, and shall apply
only to incidents occurring on or after that date.
Approved by the Governor June 26, 1973.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 26, 1978.

CHA'PTER 73-314
House Bill No. 589
AN ACT relating to budgeting and appropriations; amending §216.262(1)
(a), Florida Statutes, 1971, relating to the number of positions authorized
and provisions for increases in the number; amending §216.292, Florida
Statutes, 1971, to delete authorization for transfer of appropriations by
heads of departments; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida.:

Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 216.262, Florida
Statutes, 1971, is amended to read:
216.262 Authorized positions.(!)(a) Unless otherwise expressly provided by law, the total number
of authorized positions shall not exceed the total provided in the appropria
tions acts. In the event any state agency finds that the number of positions
so provided is not sufficient to administer its authorized programs, it may
file an application with the department, and, if the agency and the
department certify there are no authorized positions available for ad
dition, deletion, or transfer within the agency as provided in para
graph (b), the commission may, after a public hearing, authorize an
increase in the number of positions for the following reasons only:
1. To implement or provide for continuing federal grants or changes
in grants not previously anticipated;
2. To implement lump sum appropriations made by the legislature;
provided, however the number of positions shall be limited to the num
ber authorized in the appropriati011, act for each lump sum Wftel'ein
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THIRD DRAFT
RECOMMENDED TORT CLAIM ACT
Section I:

Waiver of lll1llunity.

The State, for itself and its

political subdivisions and instrumentalities waives inmunity for liability
for the torts of officers, employees, or servants committed in the State.
The State, its political subdivisions and instrumentalities shall be
liable in the same manner as a private individual but no action may be
brought under this act if the claim:
{I)
a

Arises out of the performance or the failure to perform

discretionary function;
(2)

Arises out of

a

riot, unlawful assembly, public demon

stration, mob violence and civil disturbances;
(3)

Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false

arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights;
(4)

Arises out of the issuance, denial, suspension or revoca

tion of, or by the failure to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke,

a

permit, license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authori
zation; or
(5)

Arises out of the collection or assessment of taxes.

Section 2�

Municipalities.

Section 3:

Punitive Damages.

This act does not apply to municipalities.

in an action brought under this act.

Punitive damages shall not be all�ed

�ecc,on �:

�-

Actions unaer tn,s act shall be brought in the

county where the cause of action arose.
Section 5:

Jury. Actions under this act shall be tried by the

court without a jury.
Section 6:

Statute Cumulative.

The rights and remedies under this

act are cumulative to all others.
Section 7:

Effective Date.

This act shall become effective on

July I, 1960, and shall not apply to acts or omissions occurring before
that date.
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20

providing for

providing excep

creating sections 768.21, 768.22,

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Sections 768.21, 768.22, 768.23, 768.24,

21 768.25, 768.26, 768.27, 768.28, 768.29 and 768.30 are created
22 to read:
23

Section 768.21.

Definitions.

24

As used in this act, the term "state agency" includes the

25 executive departments, the military department, counties,

26 municipalities, independent establishments of the State, and
27 corporations primarily acting as instrumentalities or agencies

28 of the State but does not include any contractor with the State.

29
30
31

"employee of the government" includes officers or employees

1

of any state agency, members of the military forces of the

2

State, and persons acting on behalf of a state agency in an

3

official capacity, temporarily or permanently in the service

4

of the State, whether with or without compensation.

5
6

"Acting within the scope of his office or employment;, in
the case of a member of the military of the State, means acting

7 in line of duty.
8

Section 768.22.

Administrative adjustment of claims.--

9

The head of each state agency or his designee, in accord-

10

ance with regulations prescribed by the Attorney General, may

11

consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, compromise, and settle

12

any claim for money damages against the State for injury or

13

loss of property or personal injury or death caused by the

14

negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the

15

agency while acting within the scope of his office or employ-

16

ment, under circumstances where the State, if a private person,

17

would be liable to the claimant:

18

compromise, or settlement in excess of $25,000 shall be effec-

19

ted only with the prior written approval of the Attorney Gen-

20

eral or his designee.

21
22

Provided, That any award,

Subject to the provisions of this act relating to civil
actions on tort claims against the State, any such award, com-

23

promise, settlement, or determination shall be final and con-

24

elusive on all offices of the State, except when procured by

25

means of fraud.

26

Any award, compromise, or settlement made pursuant to this

27

section shall be paid by the head of the state agency concerned

28
29
30
31

out of any appropriations available to that agency.

Payment

of any award, compromise, or settlement in an amount in excess

1

of $2,500 made pursuant to this section or made by the Attorney

2

General in any amount pursuant to Section 768.27 of this act

3

may be paid out of appropriations or funds available for the

4

payment of such judgments and compromises.

5

The acceptance by the claimant of any such award, com-

6

promise, or settlement shall be final and conclusive on the

7 claimant, and shall consitute a complete release of any claim
8

against the State and against the employee of the State whose

9

act or omission gave rise to the claim, by reason of the same

10

subject matter.

11

Section 768.23

12

The head of each state

Reports to the Legislature.-agency shall report annually to

13

the legislature all claims paid by it under section 768.22 of

14

this act stating the name of each claimant, the amount claimed,

15

the amount awarded, and a brief description of the claim.

16

Section 768.24

Liability of the State of Florida.--

17

The State of Florida shall be liable, respecting the pro-

18

visions of this act relating to tort claims, in the same manner

19

and to the same extent as a private individual under like cir-

20

cumstances, but shall not be liable for interest prior to judg-

21

ment or for punitive damages.

22

Section 768.25

23

ite; evidence.

24

(a)

Disposition by state agency as prerequis-

An action shall not be instituted upon a claim a�

25

gainst the State for money damages for injury or loss of prop-

26

erty or personal injury or death caused by the negligent or

27

wrongful act or omission of any employee of the state while

28

acting within the scope of his office or employment, unless

29

the claimant shall have first presented the claim to the

30
31

3

1

1 to the appropriate state agency and his claim shall have been

2 finally denied by the agency in writing and sent by certified
3 or registered mail.

The failure of an agency to maKe final

4

disposition of a claim within six months after it is filed

6

deemed a final denial of the claim for purposes of this sec-

8

such claims as may be asserted under the Florida Rules of Civil

5

shall, at the option of the claimant any time thereafter, be

7 tion.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to

Procefure by third party complaint, cross-claim, or counterclaim.
(b)

Action under this section shall not be instituted for

any sum in excess of the amount of the claim presented to
the state agency, except where the increased amount is based
upon newly discovered evidence not reasonably discoverable at
the time of presenting the claim to the agency, or upon allegation and proof of intervening facts, relating to the amount
of the claim.
(c)

Disposition of any claim by the Attorney General or

other head of a state agency shall not be competent evidence
of liability or amount of damages.
Section 768.26.

Judgment as bar.--

The judgment in an action under this act shall constitute
a complete bar to any action py the claimant, by reason of the
same subject matter, against the employee of the state whose
act or omission gave rise to the claim.
Section 768,27.

Compromise.--

The Attorney General or his designee may arbitrate, compromise, 'or settle any claim cognizable under this act, after
the commencement of an action thereon.
4

1

Section 768.28.

Attorney fees;

penalty.--

2

No attorney shall charge, demand, receive, or collect for

4

ment rendered under this act or any settlement made pursuant to

3 services rendered, fees in excess of 25 per centum of any judg-

5 section 768.27 of this act.
6

Any attorney who charges, demands, receives, or collects

7

for services rendered in connection with such claim any amount

8

in excess of that allowed under this section shall be guilty of

9

a misdemeanor of the first degree, puhishable as provided in

10

I 775.082 or 775.083.

11

Section 768.29.

12

(a)

Exclusiveness of remedy.--

The authority of any state agency to sue and be sued

13

in its own name shall not be construed to authorize suits a-

14

gainst the agency on claims which are cognizable under this act,

15

and the remedies provided by this act in such cases shall be

16

exclusive.

17
18

(b)

The remedy against the state

-� provided by

: this act for injury or loss of property or personal

19

injury or death, resulting from the operation by any employee

20

of the state of any motor vehicle while acting within the scope

21

of his office of employment, shall hereafter be exclusive of

22

any other civil action or proceeding by reason of the same

23

subject matter against the employee or his estate whose act or

24

omission gave rise to the claim.

25

(c)

The Attorney General shall defend any civil action

26

or proceeding brought in any court against any employee of the

27

state or his estate for any such damage or injury.

28

ployee against whom such civil action or proceeding is brought

29

shall deliver within such time after date of service or know-

30
31

5

The em-

1 ledge of service as determined by the Attorney General, all
2 process served upon him or an attested true copy thereof to his
3 immediate superior or to whomever was designated by the head of
4

his department to receive such papers and such person shall

5

promptly furnish copies of the pleaaings and process therein

6

to the state� attorney for the C.ircuit• embracing the place

7

wherein the proceeding is brought, to the Attorney General, and

8 to the head of his employing state agency.
9

Section 768.30.

Exceptions.--

10

The provisions of this act shall not apply to--

11

(a)

Any claim based upon an act or omission of an emexercising due care

12

ployee of the state

13

a statute or regulation, whether or not such statute or regu-

14

lation be valid, or based upon the exercise or performance or

15

the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or

16

duty on the part of a state agency or an employee of the state,

17

whether or not the discretion involved be abused.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

(b)

in the execution of

Any claim arising in respect of the assessment or

collection of any tax, or the detention of any goods or merchandise by any tax officer or any other law· enforcement officer.
(c)

Any claim for damages caused by the imposition or

establishment of a quarantine by the state.
(d)

Any claim arising out of assault, battery, false im-

prisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of
process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights.
(e)

Any claim for damages caused by the fiscal opera-

tions of the Treasury;

l
2
3

( f)

Any claim arising out of the combatant activities

(g)

Any claim arising in a foreign country.

of the military forces, during time of war.
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